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ight Top Local High School Grads'Orgill And Wilbun Lose
ass MSIrs Entrance Examination But Enhance Popularity
An appeal to race hatred by Citizens For Progress
'corkers, who flooded predominantly white voting stations
nith page 1 reprints of the Tri-State Defender boomercore Victory Whether
anged last week as two candidates endorsed by this newspaper went ahead to win, and two others made excellent
showings in their bids for state
offices.
Eight top-flight graduates of Memphis high schools The weelers were Senator Al,. voters throughout the country.
Mayor Orgill ran behind Judge
have passed the entrance examination to Memphis State bert Gore, who received 9,102 Andrew
"Tip" Taylor in Shelby
votes
in
Shelby
County
and
won
University which was designed to limit the enrollment at
County, but he received more than
over former Gov. Prentice Cooper, twice as
many votes as did CPthe school, but they will have to wait until August 20 to a segregationist who was backed
supported Buford Ellington, who
receive the final word as to whether or not they will be by the CPs; and Judge Robert was the winner in the tight race.
Hoffmann, an Independent who unallowed to attend.
RANKED TENTH
Students who successfully com- Williams, of Manassas: and Theo- seated the incumbent, Chancellor Atty. S. A. Wilbun, only Negro
pleted the test were Mies Eleanor dore Boga and Edward Smith, of Rives Manker, as judge in rhea- on the Democratic ticket, received
cery court.
Gandy and Ralph Prater, of Doug- Melrose.
26,210 votes, and ranked tenth in
lass: Misses Marvis LaVerne All but too of the students BEATS ELLINGTON
a field of 11 candidates.
Kneeland and Harriet Robby, of are planning to attend IdSU this The losers Edmund Orgill, who According to statistics, approxioffice
tried
of
for
governor,
the
Hamilton; Miss Sammie Burnett, Fall, The two who have already
mately 30,000 Negro voters parof Booker T. Washington; James been accepted at other schools are and Atty. S. A. Wilbun, who was ticipated in the election, the largseeking a seat In the legislature, eat in the
history of Shelby County,
Mr. Bogs and Mr. Smith.
established their popularity among
- and a greater percentage of regis
Mr. Bogs, uho was awarded a
tered Negro voters cast ballots
Firestone scholarship to any
than whites.
school of his choice is going to
,:hertNegorfo voters
the University of Southern Californndtorstehe
ralliedendorsed
d
ia where he plans majoring In
'by
the Tri-State Defender, and
chemical engineering. He was the
mahy
arrived
at
voting
stations
salutatorian of his class.
with the sample ballot clipped
Mr. Smith, who was valedictor.
from the newspaper in their
Ian as well as president of the
hands.
same class, will be leaving for
TOO FEW MACHINES
Howard university in Washington,
At some stations there were not
D. C., where he has received a
enough machines on hand to keep
$2,000 scholarship. He plans to
major in research chemistry.
AR voting booths at Ward 27, long lines from forming. One
Precinct 1, located at 701 N. Dun- of the largest turnouts seen dunDELAYING TACTICS
ins visits to election stations was
The other six are awaiting a lap at. were about to close last at Levi-2, where more than 100
final word from the Tennessee Thursday, a Citizen for Progress persons were in line.
State Board of Education, which worker with blood-shot eyes, and Citizens for Progress workers
has been petitioned by Dr. .1. 34 with breath reeking of alcohol, handed out thousands of sample
Smith, the president of MSU, to approached a Tri-State Defender ballots along with reprinted pages
delay integration at the school reporter and attempted to make of the Tri-State Defender, and
HARRIET
him
for another year. Dr. Smith told Theleave the area.
man had been directing the told whites who would listen that
the board, "1 am thoroughly con- distribution
of sample CP ballots "This is the way the Negroes
vinced that considerable violence during the
are voting."
could occur should we enroll Ne- ly become day, and had previous- Though "Tip" Taylor took the
involved in an argugroes."
ment with Mrs. Mary Malone, an lead in Shelby county, he reThe president, who has let it Orgill worker, when she resented ceived very little support in prebe known that he is personally his saying that Negroes were be- dominantly Negro wards and preagainst integration, said that he ing misled in the election.
cincts. In Ward 32-2, for example,
did not believe that a majority White workers who arrived at Mayor Orgill received 252 votes
to only 2 for Judge Taylor, while
See GRADS. page 2
See AIDE, page 2
in the Senate race Senator Gore

S
They're Admitted Or Not

won out over former Gov. Prentice Cooper by a vote of 247 to 7.
In the same ward, Judge Hoffmann received 223 votes to 9 over
Chancellor Hives Manker for the
position of judge of chanciery court
and his victory was attributed to
the great support which he re-

ceived from Negroes.
In Stewartville and Millington.
where Negro educators appealed
to Negro citizens to support those
whom the whites suggested, the
candidates backed by Citizens For
Progress received the majority of
the votes.

Liquored. CP

Aide "threatens
Staff Reporter

Didn'tFool The People

•
Mrs. Louise O'Reilly Walker, wiBy STAFF WRITER
Walker, whod
E.
dow of Dr. J.
was shot to death here on July 281
The Citizens for Progress (CP), local pro-segregation "machine.
'
by J Washington Hamilton, has group. should realize now that the great Volunteer State is NOT
Prodissent"
in
"widow's
filef
Arkansas. where an emotion-blinded electorate landslided a ruthless
bate Court to the will left by her demagogue back into power.
IsLe husband, and will autometicThe CP should realize this because the organization took a terreceive one third of his Per. rific heating on August 7 from the forces of reason.
al property. and a third of thel
The group's slogan "Fairness To All" didn't fool the majority
income derived from real estate of voting Memphians,
owned.
which he
DEFEAT NUMBER ONE FOR THE CP: Mayor Edmund Orgill
That was the explanation given in his race for governor walloped Buford Ellington, CP endorsed
by Mrs. Walker's attorney, Wallace candidate in the Memphis and Shelby County area, and gave the
Lopez, who said that the dissent state administration's machine the fight of its life on the state level.
simply meant that his client was
DEFEAT NUMBER TWO FOR CP: Incumbent U. S. Senator Aldissatisfied with the will as It bert Gore, a moderate who in a forthright and statesman-like manwas probated, which did not men- ner faced up to his refusal to sign the infamous Southern Manifesto
tion her.
and his favorable stand on Civil Rights legislation, gave the CP
The total value of Dr. Walker's endorsed Prentice Cooper, a rabid segregationist, a sound trouncing.
estate has not been disclosed.
DEFEAT NUMBER THREE FOR CP: Judge Robert Hoffmann,
The seven-page will rd Dr. Walk- with strong support from the Negro electorate in
Memphis, deer, which was presented for pro- feated CP endorsed Rives Manker in the race
for chancellor of
bate last week by Atty. A. A Lat. Chancery Court Part 1.
ting, was made on Feb. 6, 1957,
Atty. S. A. Wilbun, running as an independent against a slate of
more than six months before Dr. CP-backed
candidates for state representative, made a surprisingly
Walker was married for the second
strong bid (even to his supporters), giving the CP the jitters. His
time.
entry in the race was more of a trial balloon effort. The results show
In it Dr. Walker specified that
$20,000 of his estate was to be paid conclusively what can be done.
to the Mississippi Blvd. Christi„
The Tri-State Defender endorsed Orgill, Gore, Hoffmann and
church in 10 annual installments of Wilbun. and urged the electorate to vote for there in a facsimile
itir; another 53,000 was to go to illot published on the front page of the August 2 edition
This front page presentation was brought to the attention of the
Walker Memorial Christian.
I
See Cl' PLEDGE, Page a
%TALKER, page 2

ME NEGROES
ARC SUPPORTING
THE5g
CANGliOATES

Two Negro Women electioneering in a predominantly
white area last week for Mayor Orgill were surprised when
white citizens brought chairs out on the sidewalks for
them, and told them that if the sun became too hot to come
and sit on their porch.
They were even more surprised
when they found out that the hospitable family was originally from
Mississippi, and had moved here
a few years ago from that state
On the whole, Mrs,. Mary E.
Malone and Mi5S Alice Lemons
said that they found it very pleasant working near the voting station at 701 N. Dunlap st. One woman kept them supplied with ice
water, and one white youngster ''You are nothing but a
damn
went home and got fruit from hie nigger."
mother for them.
That was the insult hurled iuto
The women were disturbed at the face of Miss Doris Johnson,
the beginning of the day when an Orgill worker here last
week,
they were made to go a longer when she objected to a Citizens
distance from the voting area than for Progress worker calling
het
the Citizen for Progress and Tip a "girl.'
Taylor worker; who were allowMiss Johnson, a 1955 graduate of
ed to come closer than 50 feet Douglass High school, who will be
to the voting mschinee.
a member of the senior class at
They celled their headvarters Wilberforce university this
Fall
and reported the incident to offi where she is majoring In elemendais,
tary education, said that she was
APPEALED TO RACE
working at the Snuff factory when
Mrs. Malone said that CP work- the incident occurred.
ers nailed copies of page 1 from "The man came up to me," she
the Aug. 2 edition of the Tri-State said, ''and said, 'Girl, let me take
Defender to posts, and that one Your picture.' I said, am no girl.
man in passing them out told I am a lady'."
voters, "This is the way the N. IGNORED MAN
groes are voting."
She said that the man then stepThe copies of the Tri-State 1).. fled back, and said. "You are nothfender which were nailed to posts ing but a damn nigger, and ant.
were later taken down.
time I see you that's all I'll see.
During the afternoon, one elder- Nothing hut a nigger.ly voter saw the two women work- The coed said that she saw no
ing on the corner, and asked the need of saying anything else to
CP men, -Is that Orgill's bunch the man, and walked off She tin-

You're Nothing
But Damm N---r',
Says CP Worker

See INSULT, page 2
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They Came, Stood In Long Lines To Back Candidates

' RUSH HOUR VOTING — Voting was heavy here in Memphis last week, and in some

ward', there were not enough
machines available to keep
long lines from forming. In

photo left are seen Negro
ties before heading for ma- I right, is seen a long line of
and white voters as they
chines in voting station at 26-3 I citizens at Orange Mound
completed last-minute formali- ' on Mc Lenmore at. In photo at
swimming pool who waited un-

ill late evening to cast their
ballots. Some persons were
confused on arriving at polls

and discovering that they had
to enter two machines to corm
plete their voting. They had ex-
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peeled all candidates' names
to appear on same machine,

Teenagers Urged To Charge Officer
Complete High School Deprived 40 Of

(Continued from page 1) 4
CP powers that be. They got the "brilliant" idea that it would be
wise to use the layout to turn away potential voters from the candidates endorsed by Negroes.
Without authorization from the Tri-State Defender, the CP took
WASHINGTON. D. C. — With assures better job opportunities
the August 2 front page, Xed out all stories on the page except a
conperson,
a
and
Summer
the
and for
school out for the
young
story on the Republicans, a filler and the facsimile ballot, all in
teenagers beginning work at Vauine supply of professional, A Negro policeman deprived columns one, two and three. Then they reprinted thousands of copies.
Summer jobs, Secretary of Labor technical and skilled workers for about 40 Negro citizens of their
On election day, August 7, they had teams on duty at preJames P. Mitchell today appeal- the Nation," he added.
voting rights at the Klondike dominantly white polling places and a few others, passing out the
ed to youth to make plans to re- Secretary Mitchell spoke in sup- school last week, according to Mrs. sheets. The CP workers, including - off-duty policemen reportedly,
turn to high school and graduate. port of the National Stay-in-SchOol J. 0. Evans, jr.. of 774 N. Clay- were instructed to tell each prospective voter who
accepted the re"Summer jobs should be just Campaign of the Federal Govern- brook st., when he closed the lines print that: these are the candidates
endorsed by the Negroes. The
that," Secretary Mitchell said, meet in which the U. S. Depart- ahead of the 7:30 deadline.
workers followed instructions.
"and the over-all outlook of the merit of Labor; the Department Mrs. Evans said that the offiBUT, the trick designed to win more votes for the CP slate by
teen-ager toward a basic educe- of Defense; and the Department cer who interfered with last-minstirring up racial feeling, backfired on the pro-segregation group.
lion should not be forgotten.
of Health, Education and Welfare ute voters was Ben Whitney, who
The
returns showed conclusively that the majority of the people
''A high school education has are cooperating.
treated the group rudely,
high value not only to the indi- Supporting the national cam- of tried to get him to let Inc didn't appreciate the trick, nor did they like the lack of fairness in
the removal of political signs earlier from the streets and by-ways
vidual but also to the Nation. It paign this year will be local cam- get in line to vote at 7:20."
ghe of candidates not endorsed by the CP. Regardless of what CP
paigns in communities across the said, "but he said, 'I am the last
spokesmen say, the group is held responsible for the latter unsportsNation. The Labor Department 'person in line.'"
man-like deed.
•
will supply community groups Mrs. Evans said that she
was
The Tri-State Defender has been reliably informed that Harry E.
with a free handbook which eX, puzzled by the officer's actions, beplains how to organize and run a cause she had •read in the paper Beck, president and publisher, ot the tabloid "News Digest," and who
formerly worked with the now defunct Tri-State Times, a Negro
community campaign.
that all persons who arrived beHIGH SCHOOL BASIC
fore 7:30 would be allowed to weekly, played a prominent role in the production of the Tri-State
Defender reprints for the CP.
Secretary Mitchell said that participate,
Prior to election he came to the Tri-State Defender office to get
statistics show that workers with She said that the other citlze13
Rev.le- 'llerawathy, Zo
Itiolz.-levels-ot. skill and education had been turned away from the a hundred copies of a back edition for some unspecified client. Since
Ewen's home at 1311$ S. ParkMcEwen, who is pastor of
CROSS BURNED ON LAWN
of Mt. Tetitialtittptist church' dis- were less likely to be out of work lines before 'he arrived; and were the Defender does not knowingly serve in the role of research asChurch of God In Christ,
way east. The cross, which
— "X" marks the spot where
instant
for
pro-segs,
he Was refused.
missed the explosion of art ap- than those with less skills and '.
still standing there beffled. For
was about two by three feet
936 Lane ave., refused to c
a cross was burned last FriThe Defender subscriptions are available to all.
parently homemade bomb on the education.
fear that she might have been
In size, was removed by poment on the incident. WI
day afternoon on the front
During
his
visit
to
our
office
lawn of his church last week as "A research scientist and a mistaken, Mrs. Evans said that
he stated that he was supporting
lice, who were unable to find
photo)
lawn of Bishop A. B. McMayor
Orgill.
A
quick
check
with
"just a prank."
the
Orgill
headquarters brought
craftsman," said Secretary Mitch- she went back borne and read the
any leads in the case. Bishop
"I don't see any need to worry ell, "need different amounts ,of papers again to confirm that She this warning: ''Beware! He is an opportunist!"
about it," he said "It didn't do education, but both need the same had not made a mistake.
Chicago Conservatory of M
A sampling of public sentiment on several incidents that occurany damage at all."
basic education — a four • year "He treated us just like We
As a child Miss Montgo
Residents in the area said that high school course — in order to were dirt under his feet," Mrs. red on election day, shows that the people didn't like:
was a chorister with the M
they heard the explosion around qualify for the complex jobs of Evans said of the officer, "and
(1) The incident in which a CP worker cursed and yelled at a
politan Baptist church, rind
3:30 p. m. on Tuesday before elec- the so-called space age."
did not give us the slightest con- Negro woman worker;
plans to make her profess
tion, and just thought that it was Between 1955 and 1965, he said, sideration."
(2) Insulting remarks made by a white CP worker to a Negro
debut in Memphis.
fireworks connected with a political the total goods and services prowoman;
rally being held at the Fair- duced in the United States must
A fortifier Memphian, Miss Faye' soprano contest during the 29th She plans to continue
(3) The threatening of a Defender staff writer by a CP worker;
grounds not too far away.
increase by 40 percent in order
(4) And the attempt made by an alleged police officer to make Montgomery, was declared the annual Chicagoland Music Fest- studies at the conservatory,
At the time that the explosion oc- to meet the demands of a Popula0. Z. Evers pick up CP literature he threw down and walked on winner in a county-wide mezzo-, val held in the Palmer House in after receiving her masterN
gree in music, she hopes
curred, Rev. Norswerthy w a s tion which is expected by then
Chicago last week.
which had been handed by a Negro worker.
speaking for Senator Alien in a to exceed 193 million.
One fact stands out clearly. The local political machine must be
Miss Montgomery, a graduate to Europe for more training
(Continued from page 11
political rally at Park Ave. and The Labor Department estismashed, if the citizens of Memphis don't want a Gestapo-like foot
of Booker T. Washington High
A member of the Chicago
Grant at. He said that police told mates that business and industry church in annual payments of I on their necks. Great impetus was given in that direction
school, was encouraged during the Opera chorus, Miss Montgo
on August
and
$300.
$2,000
in
$200
annual
him that the explosives were wrap- will need 5 million additional
second elimination of the contest also belongs to Sigma Alpha
7. It must end in victory,
ped in paper.
skilled and semi-skilled workers, payments was to go to the Riverwhen the audience interrupted the fraternity, a musical organize
side
Christian
church.
HAS BEEN HECKLED
more than 2 million additional proregular course of the contest with far men and women.
/111111111111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
atom
Rev. Norsworthy said that he fessional and technical workers,
loud applause and cheering as she
did not believe that anyone could and nearly 52 million other white
completed her art song.
and the remainder of the property
get into the church and cause collar workers by 1965.
Following the third elimination,
and the remainder of the property
any damage, because it was locked BETTER OPPORTUNITIES
(Continued from page 1)
she was awarded top prize an the
vas willed to his two children, A.
most of the time.
By Bartender Who
The Department of Health, Ed- Maceo Walker, sr.. and Mrs.
unanimous decision of the judges.
John- the voting place were heavily bomA resident of the Glenview area. ucation, and Welfare estimates
Miss Montgomery is in private
etta W. Kelso. Each was to re- barded with page 1 reprints of the Takes Toy Pistol
Rev. Norsworthy did not connect that
four out of every 10 teen- ceive one half of all of his prop- Aug. 2
life Mrs. William G. Mackay; the
edition of the Tri-State Dethe incident with his moving agers now drop out of high school
wife of Dr. Mackay, and the moerty.
fender in an effort to get the people
into the neighborhood which is now without graduating. Only
SACRAMENTO, Call f. —
about 12
ther of a two year-old-old son, of the people in Memphis
Mrs. Lopez said that Mrs. Walk- to go along with CP candidates. (UPI)
In a process of change. lie said percent of the
— The bandit, brandishremainder go on to er was not seeking to break the After
Doriel. Her mother is Mrs. Jose- cept the move.
making his threat to the
that he has been subjected to con- graduate from
college,
Miss Gandy, who war
phine Neely. who lives here at
will, but wanted it to stand as it reporter, the man was asked just ing a gun, shouted "I'm not
stant heckling by telephone since To the individual,
Secretary is. By filing the dissent, he said, what
upper third of her class it
demanded
1214 Wilson st.
authority he had to tell any- fooling" when he
he moved there nearly five months Mitchell said,
a high school edu- she merely established herself as one to
lass High school, laid that
leave the area. He had no money. But bartender Dale
ago.
PLANS EUROPEAN STUDY
cation means not only increased an heir.
will major in fashion Mutt'
reply.
0 n a of Rev. Norsworthy's opportunities for tobs awl
Davenport knew he was.
After
graduating
ad- Dr. Walker was planning to let• Some effort was made
from high and designing if she is id
neighbors is Rev. C. H. "Bob" vancement, but
to find
school,
also greatly in- gaily adopt a child of Mrs. Walker Out what
Miss
Montgomery
enlist- to MSU in the Fall.
Davenport grabbed t Is e cap
the man's name was,
Mason, pastor of the Home Temple creased
earning power.
ed in the %%omen's Army Corps
by a previous marriage, Reginald but the men whom he had been pistol and the bandit fled.
Church of God in Christ, whose
A high school graduate earns O'Reilly Walker on the day
and
served
overseas
on
Okinawa
hi directing all day said that they
church was mysteriously destroyed $30000
more over a lifetime than was slain.
She received her bachelor's de31111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r
did not know who he was.
by fire last Winter at the same the high school
MISS FAT MONTGOMERY
drop out, and
in music this year from the who was president of the I
time that attacks were being made 650,000 more than
the elementary
senior class, said that he pl
upon his home.
school graduate.
to take a pre-medical course
Arson was suspected at the time.
the school, although he has
The church is presently being reoffered scholarships to other
built.
leges and universities.
"I can get through pre-med
•
lot easier, elonomically speaki
he said, "if I am allowed to
working over there?" and when
to school here in Memphis." .
he was told that it was, he yelled,
Miss Kneeland, who was a
One of the worst week-end trot-,'Get away from here!" but made
cipient of a Zeta scho/mhi
no
further
efforts
to
intimidate'
tic crashes in the nation killed
$300, was a member of.,4)
four persons in a car-truck acci: them.
tional Honor Society at Ifs
Mrs.
Malone
is
a
housewife,
and
dent 12 miles west of Sycamore.
was active in the Student
Other week-end traffic accidents Miss Lemons is a senior at Wit.,
eil, the choir, and the Ma
brnught the state's highway death berforce university in Ohio, whol
Science Club.
is home for the Summer. She plena
toll to at least nine.
TALENTED MUSICIAN
Killed in the wreck Friday night to work as a teacher here after
She plans to major in music
were Valerian Lantos, 40; Ms receiving her degree in elemen•'
business administration at MS
wife, Frances; Rudy Chaplan, 51, tary education next year.
Another
Orgill
worker,
talented
Henry
pianist, she plays f
and Verret. Orr, all of Chicago.
services at the Greenwood C
They were killed when their ear Apdrews, of 655 N. Second et.,
worked
the
same
at
intertectiott
church.
smashed head-on into a gasoline
with the two women.
Miss Roddy. who was vale
Zrzetiport.
torian of her class at Hail
4111M111111111111111Mhettele0111011111111111111111111111olii
High school, plans to major
philosophy, but is undecided a
Edgar Rouzeau, 53,
a minor. She was also a mem
First Negro War
of the National Honor Society
the school, and is very active
(Continued from page 1)
Reporter, Dies
church circles. She has made
eral trips to out-of-town Y
' NEW YORK — (UPD — Edgar ished the election day at the Grant
meetings this year.
T. Boolean, 53, one of the na- schc
"
"It
was
time
the
in
first
my
if.
Miss Burnett, who was
tion's first Negro war reporters,
that
I
have
been
that
called
inWien of her close at Book
died here Saturday.
sulting
term,"
Johnson
Miss
said
Accredited by the U. S. Army
Washington High school, pla
"The white people will have to
PECULIAR POLITICAL RALof Ranker T. Washington High
work at police station In ploy
Ile Europe In World War II. be
mentioned briefly by speakers
Woodsowk: and C. I,. Wells, prepare for A career as a la
start
showing
us
some
respect,"
One
of
—
LY
the
main
mempbis,
hool
in
who
ur:ted
extreme
to
at
tory
right
Is
Rev.
technician at the schoo
covered war stories in 26 counand very little said about their
principal of the E. A. Harrold
she said. "If we don't demand
spellers at a political raliv
‘egroes there to vote for can.
M. 1. Young. who told the
tries foe t b a "Pittsburgh
qualifications. Other speakers
Mr. Williams. who Is also
school, aho was master of
Week at
treatment
better
last
from
they
them
Millington
In
held
recommended
didatew
by
In
citizens
he
Negro
loyal
to
on
Cwerler."
the program were R. J.
ceremony. The rally was spon- in church work, is plennin
will continue to 'girl' and 'boy'
the E. A. Harrold school was
those who have the jail house
those persons with whom they
Roddy, principal Of Shelby
sored by the Citteens for Pro- take a pre-law course at MS
Pref. Blair T. Hunt, principal
keys, sit in judges' seats, and
liver. Only 2 candidates were
comity Training school at
gress. (Withers Photos)
_
admitted.
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Last Rites For
C.Morgan Held

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Workers For Mitchell, Taylor, Ellington

'FairnessTo All,'
States Hoffmann

Feral services for Clarence
Morgan, sr., of 1327 Englewood at.,
urea held here last Friday night
ot the St. John Baptist church,
:Vance ave., with Rev. A. McEwen
Williams and Rev. W. Wade of.
Dalin.
-a. Morgan died suddenly? and
eath was said to have baen
caused by a strokeA native of Coahoma County,
, Mr. Morgan came to Mem•
phis it an early age, and at one
time was the owner and Operator
of the Graystone Grill. For the
past eight years he was an agent
with the.C. Ray Couch Realty company.
Aside from his wife, Mrs. Marguerite V organ, he is survived by
a daughter, Alice Marguerite; two
sons, Clarence, jr., and Richard;
his mottles, Mrs. Cora Word, of
Muskogee, Okla.; and a host of
relatives and friends.
Interment was in Mt. Carmel
cemetery. R. S. Lewis Funeral
home was in charge of arrrangements. :

Judge Robert A. Hoffmann, newly elected judge of the Chancery
Court, part I. who broke the hacks
of the Citizens for Progress when
he defeated their candidate, incumbent Rives Manker, made this
State De.
statement to the Tri
fender.
"I want to thank all of those
who worked no unselfishly and
no valiantly to bring snout this
victory for democracy and the
American way of life. I feel that
this endorsement by the people
is the result of my nine years service in my present Judgeship and
I will in the future as I have in
the past continue to the best of my
ability to render justice fearlessly and impartially.

Ligans Family
Visit Bluff

Contends Group
'Rd
{ Wrong _

A * leading integrationist of the
South his accused the House
Committee on Un-American Activities recently, of trying to destroy
and drive from the South any
person working for full citizenship for Negroes.
' According to a Southern con.
ference Edocational Fond report,
Aubrey Williams of Alabama, and
prgstelerd of the fund made the
changes in a telegram. In the
wire be said, "When you (the
ellieleittee) come into any of these
dila South states and consort
with men like Attorney General
EBene Cook, Gov. Marvin Griffis, men who have by word and
dad, day in and day out, defied
the Government of the United
Stites and are employing ever
power of the office they held to
harass and if possible destroy and
del
.
corn the South any person
or
inization which stands up
for, e right of all citizens regkess of color or nationality,
a - uaranteed by the Constitution
.:,. you become particeps crimiMa in what they are doing."
"If your committee had any
real desire to investigate subver;ion in the South, you would begin
wiat the very peoeple you were
e0.orting with. Instead you come
d&n here and strengthen the
hands of these who are leading
the light against the laws of the
Cateitittlent."
"

1111111191
tektite-,

difficulty in making up their
minds, because there were
plenty of pamphlets offering
suggestions. Seen in photo, at
left, distributing information,

CANDIF0 R
WORKING
DATES — Voters who headed
for the polls last Thursday
with no particular candidate
In mind probably had some

Big Star Specials
Summer is almost gone, and in
a few short weeks thousands of
children will be heading back to
schools along with thousands of
others who will be going to classrooms for the first time.
This means that the housewife
will have to spend her dollars
wisely in order to purchase new
outfits for the growing children,
and some strategy will be required to avoid overdue strain on the
family budget.
A good way to save money for
extra expenses is to shop at Big
Star, and especially during the
present Dollar Week.
This week the food shopper
will find Libby's fruit cocktail going at five No. 303 cans for a
dollar; five bottles of Jack Sprat

catsup available at the same
price; and four 46-ounce cans of
Jack Sprat tomato juice on sale
at a similar saving.
In the vegetable department
10-ounce packages of vegetal:les
are to be had at six for a dollar.
Another food on the dollar shelf
is Swansdown cake mix — white
yellow, and devil food — four
packages for a single dollar
With every dollar purchase this
week, the shopper will receive 10
free Quality Stamps.
It always pays double to shop
at Big Star. Drop around to the
Quality Stamps Redemption store
at 1323 Union at. and see the long
list of new items available for
books of Quality Stamps. It takes
only 1200 to fill a book.
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CARTHAGE, N. C. — (UP!) —
Bulk Court Judge W. H. S.
Bu
n, incensed because his
Courtroom was not air-conditioned, summoned members of the
board of county commissioners
for jury duty.
"This place needs air condi.
Boning and they ought to know
It," the perspiring jurist said.
"They can come and stiffer the
heat and noise and gnats right
along with the rest of us."
—

Albania Sending Spies
"BELGRADE — (UPI) — Alhania i s filtering Communist
agents and terrorists into southems Yugoslavia in an effort to
wreck Marshal Tito's government,
Informed sources have reported
here

EYE NEW TARGETS — It.
Harrison, leit, president of the
National Negro Agricultural
Agents Association, pauses between convention sessions to
discuss the exepanded program of the National Foundation with Dr. Alger Boswell,
vice president of Tennessee
A and I State university. The
National Foundation, which is

supported by the March of
Dimes, has announced that it
will seek to control such maladies as sires diseases, arthritis, birth defects, and diseases of the central neeveus system. Discovery of Salk vaccine enabled the National
Foundation to expand its operations.
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Family Forums' Help
ental Cases, Says VA

1
Families of mentally ill veterans erable number of VA mental paare becoming part of the treat- tients to return home and lead
ment team at Veterans Admin. more normal and more useful
lives, he said.
istration hospitals, VA said.
The meetings provide opportuniDr. John J. Blasko, chief of the
psychiatry division in the VA psy- ty for fathers, mothers, wives and
neurology
at
service
other close relatives to learn more
chiatry and
Washington, D. C., said many of about psychiatric illness and treatthe agency's mental hospitals have ment and to exchange ideas on
established "family forums" that coping with family problems and
enlist the aid of relatives in win- helping hospitalized family memning veteran - patients back to bers deal successfully with people
again, Dr. Blasko explained.
health,
He said the forums usually are
Dr. Blasko said response to the
meetings for members of patients' held in a recreation annex or
families, held at the hospitals, has similar section of the hospital and
the atmosphere is informal.
been enthusiastic.
After the psychiatrist or psyThe understanding and assistance of relatives gained through chologist has explained something
the forums has enabled a consid- of the nature of mental illness and

PITTSFIELD, Mass. — (UPI)— band refused to consent.
The couple's two children were
A sailor who police said shot a
Marine to death after finding him staying with friends at the time
in bed with his wife pleaded in- of the shooting.
nocent to a murder charge
Michael M. Slosky, 28, of Pittsfield, tried to admit guilt but his
SMALL FRY HOOFERS — A
attorney, Edwin F. McLaughlin,
I two-stage attraction entitled,
insisted on a plea of innocence.
"Peppermint Lane Kiddie ReJudge Charles R. Alberti entervue," was presented by 42
ed the "not guilty" plea and orstudents of the Fort School of
dered Slosky held without b a ii.
Dancing in the auditorium of
The case was continued to fog. 111.
S. A. Owen Junior college last
Police said Slosky surprised his
Friday night, and children
wife. Paulita, 25, and Marine Sgt.
Henry Gripenberg. 27, of Des
Moines, Iowa, in bed together early
Sunday when he returned unexpectedly from his base in Charleston, S. C.
Police Chief Thomas J. Cal,,an
said the enraged husband slapped
his wife several times to wake
her up and "all three of them arVeterans Administration benefits
gued for about 10 minutes"
checks can be forwarded if the
The Chief said Gripenberg, a
persons to whom they are mailed
Marine corps reservist stationed
have filed regular change of adhere, then tried to get out of bed
dress notices with their local post
and Slosky whipped out a .29 calioffices.
ber pistol and fired.
"Slosky followed Gripenberg
Previous to this year, a 1938 law
around the upstairs of the house, TO HEAD SCIENCE DEPART. prohibited the forwarding of any
24,
firing and firing until he slumped MENT — Edward I.. Risby,
VA benefit check, but the forwardto the floor," the Chief said. He son of Rev. Van Risby of 890 N. ing of VA pension checks has been
Ma.
of
called
graduate
said that the sailor then
Front st., and a
banned since 1912.
police and told them of the slay- nassas High school and Lane colWilliam E. Keith, VA's regional
of
deportment
the
head
ing.
lege will
office manager 'in Chicago, said
"He was very, very reasona- Biology at Lane beginning this
ble," the Chief said. "Ile did a September. Mr. Risby received
very good job. Gripenberg- was his B.S. In Biology in 1956, regood and dead."
cently adding his M.A. from the
Police said the sailor bought the University of Southern Illinois, in
gun in Charleston before he left Zoology. He, along with his wife
but when he arrived home, the and son were house guests last
doors were locked and he was weekend at his sister and brotherRECORDS FOR IVIltrONt
forced to enter through a window in-law's home. Rev. and Mrs.
since he had no 'key.
Douglas Malone of 3050 Nathan.
305 Poplar as Laadordalis
Mrs. Slosky told police she had A reception was given for him and
Ph... LA 14341
been trying to get a divorce for his wife. Wanda, formerly of St.
seven months in order to marry Louis, Mo.
Gripenberg. But she said her bus-
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There Is mason why people Irks,
to do business with wo Yoe, ewe
Sill lik• our courteous treotetimit
aid desire to kelp you.
"Open Thursday and Irlday
Nights Until 1.00 P.M.
Saturdays 1:0e tie 7:00

JOINED IN WEDLOCK — On
'Avg. 9. Miss Barbara Jean
Ford was married to Mr.
Clarence Eugene Drench it
Warner Temple AME Zion
i church. The groom was attired

No More Late Snacks

In formal wear. The bride wore
a gown of antique taffeta stvl•
ed with a full skirt on Princess
lines. The fitted bodice was
accented with lace medallion at
the neck line and the princess

skirt extended into a chapel
train. Her veil of silk illusion was attached to a head
piece embroidered in pearls.
She CPI I'led a bouquet of white
valley lilies.

were presented in tap, ballet,
and creative numbers on a
stage decorated in peppermint
colors. The program Was alV•
en under the direction of Mrs.
William T. Fort, director of
the school, and a dancing
teacher for more than 30

years„ who was assisted by '
Mrs. Ma ble
White. Certi- '
Buttes for meritorious achievement in the art of dancing
were awarded to all students
who participated on the program. (Withers photo)

VA Checks Can
Be Forwarded

LOANS
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%Thing citizens to vote for
"Tip" Taylor; and Miss Connie
Gordon, who was working for
Ellington. In photo at right,

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

er
St .
the

are, from left, Mrs. Calverta
Ishmael, a worker for T o m
Mitchell, state senator; Mrs.
Celesta McCarns, who was in-

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ligan and
their daughter Lydia, 8, and son
Joseph, jr., r. were welcome visitors in the Bluff city area after
spending a week in Detroit, Mich.
Park
electioneering at Hyde
Miss Doris Woods and Miss
They were greeted by a large
school, are Mrs. M. Hodges,
Minnie Blakely, who were
contingent of friends and relatives.
for. Ellington; Mrs. Alma Coleworking for Senator Gore and
The Ligans stopped with Mrs.
man, for "Tip" Taylor; and
Mayor Orgill.
Ligans' brother and sister-in-law
Mr. and Mrs. W. Byrd of 1272
Brown at. The Ligans enjoyed a
of glorious affairs. They
number
families and solutions they have
make their home in Los Angeles,
found.
Subjects often include what the where they have a lived for the
past 15 years.
family can do to help the patient
while he is in the hospital, how
to help him readjust to his new
life and find and hold a job after
ROME — (UPI) — Police had to
he comes home, and what re- break up a
fight between Mr. and
sources the community can pro- Mrs. Fernando Carlini at 3 a.m.
to
vide
assist
person
the
recently Saturday because of Carlini's odd
what is involved in treatment,
discharged from a mental hospi- eating habits
members of the group are en- tal, Dr.
Blasko stated.
Mrs. Carlini told police she got
couraged to ask questions and to
He said the forum groups also fed up when her husband kept
discuss with staff members and make tours of hospitals, under waking her up every morning at
with each other the problems guidance of staff members, to see 3 a.m, to cook him a plate of spacaused by mental illness in their at first hand the facilities and ghetti.

Finds Wife With
Lover; Slays Him

Court Too Warm,
Judge Summons
County Chiefs

stor of
Christ,
ed toe
III. WI

3

Sot., Aug. 16, 195$

DIXIE
MANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Nom* Operof•41 • Moore Ostrom,
Phew(' JA 5-7611

although filing of a proper change
of address with the local post office will insure the forwarding o
a benefits check, all beneficiaries
are urged to notify VA whenever
a change of address is made, so
the agency may keep its records
current.
The Post Office Department

added that even though a change
of address has been filed, no
check will be forwarded if it is
addressed to a person known to b•
deceased, or to a veteran's remarried widow if she is known to
have been receiving a VA check
on the basis of being unremarried.

'No Sale' Button
CHAPEL HILL, S. C. — (UPI)
— Thieves raiding the grocery of
Van Hogan here yesterday added
insult to injury.
They rang up "no sale" on the
cash register and took isos

/i(PDAISY
-

Start' SATURDAY

August 16th
4 BIG DAYS 4!

LOOK FOR THE FINEST PICTURE
YOU EVER HOPE TO SEE!

ENROLL NOW
FALL QUARTER BEGINS SEPTEMBER 8, 1958

HIGHER ACCOUNTING
(24 Months)
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL
(18 Months)
STENOGRAPHIC
(9 Months — Night Class Only)
Free Counseling Services for Veterans and Civilians
REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 5 - 12

HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, INC.

COLOit hy DE LUXE
CINccOmE

j0N
COLLINS

FOYPDAL

SCST

itTNRY Slot • ANDIlfW DUGGAN
YORDAN
hadwill HERKRT B.SWOPE.Jr rirsetei',HENRY ((INC 3trow#8, P1411.1P

"Where Dreams Come True"
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission

For Business Schools
Day and Night Classes
Latest Equiment Including IBM Electric Typewriters
Study Relaxed — "Music by Muark"
WILLIAM D. CALLIAN JR., Dean
PHOtIE JA 6-4756
530 LINDEN AVENUE

Coming WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

James Stewart

Kim Novak

IN
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

VERTIGO

Seventy Lawsons Find
Way Here For Reunion
The Lawson family held their
annual family reunion st the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lawson,
1508 Pillow, on July 26.
There were 70 members of the
Lawson family present, The young-

&Rey, Miss Irene Hill, Mr. Phillip Carr.
From Benton Harbor came Mrs
Florene Alexander.
visiting from Memphis were:
Mr. and Mrs, Sam Brown, Mr

eat was Karon E. Lawson. grand
daughter of Henry Jackson.
Turkey, chicken, bar-be-cue and
ham with all the trimmings were
served at the family dinner.
OUT-OF-TOWNERS
Visiting out of town guests from
St. Louis were: Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ferguson and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Ulysses Clark, Mr, and
Mrs. Ozie Moore and family, Mr.
and Mrs. El-Lee Lawson, Mr. L
V. Shannon and Mrs. Bertha
Reed.
From Chicago were: Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Lawson. Mr. and
Mrs. Tellman Moore, Mrs. Sertha

Years and years ago weary feet us the reel Canaans of life are not
The
Beautician's
Excelsion,
trodded through the wilderness, those obtainable through our inthrough the rains, and through the tellectual, economic, and social en- Chapter No. 2 will give a Hobo
Lawn Party at the home of Mrs.
torrid paths of their days. Hungary
deavors but rather through our Addie Mae Wood at 3420 Hornlake
sometimes, thirsty sometimes,
rd., Aug. 18. -Plenty of refresh.
lonely sometimes—yet they kept moral and spiritual attainments.
ments will be served and the pub
on moving. Moving in hopes that The real goals of life are not now tic is invited.
some day they would reach the or will they ever be wrapped up in
The party came out of the meetHonor does not breed repromised land—Canaan. Canaan to those things obtainable through ing the chapter held July 21 al
form; it breeds madness, and
them was a long sought place intellectual, social, or economic their regular
all
the ugly distempers that
meeting, at the
where all of the dreams of life maneuvering but rather through YMCA.
make an ordered life imposwould be realized.
the growth that is realized through
sible. —(Woodrow Wilson)
Mrs. Margaret Pimbroke is the
In every life there is a Canaan — moral and spiritual maturity. Many president.
into
the
a place where the troubles and people who set out to go
trials of this world will be things 'Promised Land' never set foot
of the past. The very idea — the upon it for varied reasons. In the
dream of one day setting our feet same token of thinking many of
upon Canaan is enough to make the people who are now living will
many of us keep on going. We — never set foot on their 'Promised
like those Israelites of old have Land.' The desire to hold on to 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111a111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIr
been bound down in chains of one the old, the urge to return to those
By ROBERT BIRCHMAN
Ile especially urges that Negro
type or another. We look forward things of yesteryear, the tendenAPPRENTICESHIPS IN AMERI- youth prepare for the opportuniwill
cy to be disgruntled and restless CA: A Guide To Golden Oppor- ties
to the day when these chains
before them by exerting a
be loosed and we will be free. with things about you and meriads tunities in Industry for Students,
"greater effort to remain in
But the worst thing about it many of other things will keep people Parents,
Teachers,
Guidance school and get his high school di•
times our realization of our dreams from attaining their Canaans. Counselors, and Leaders in Eduploma, noting that educational reseems far, far away. Apparently Those people who finally went into cation, Labor, and Industry. By
quirements for apprenticeships
the more we try the farther away the 'Promised Land' — their Can- Harry Kursh, W. W. Norton dc
are constantly going up and that
is our Canaan. No wonder the old aan were people who through trials
Co., Inc., New York. 1958 xvi-178 more and more a high school dislave of yesteryear cried out. "How and tribulations and setbacks have
pages. $3.75.
ploma is "an absolute minimum."
Far Am I Away From Canaan?" been able to come to grips with the
This is a question that grows up in moral and spiritual requirements In this valuable book, Harry He further urges Negro youth
the tender mind of the weary trav- of this world. One of the most Kursh, presents a complete pic- to seek assistance for school guideler as he goes through this life tragic things of our day and time ture based on exhaustive research ance counselors, local employIn quest of the better things.
is wrapped up in the fart that fact-finding and interviews with ment offices and the local branch
To many of us Canaan is some- there are many who know the key people in government, indus- of the Urban League.
thing easily obtainable. It is some- formula for attaining the best in try and labor of the where, the It is this reviewers opinion that
thing material, or maybe social, or life but are willing to put it off what and the how of obtaining the author should also have urgmaybe economic. But the real until a future date. Many people apprenticeship training for vitally ed Negro youth to directly seek
Canaan is not any of these. It is live in the 'tomorrows' — in fact, needed skills.
the advise of unions arid consult
far more searching — far more 'tomorrows' that will never come. The author clearly demon- with the Labor and Industry comdistant than many of us have ever I have heard many people say that strates the nation's desperate mittee of the NAACP branch In
or can ever realize. I look at one I know that I don't do this or shortage of skilled workers and his community.
of the prominent television stars that and I should do it but I will forecasts an even greater need The book is an invaluable guide
many mornings as he goes off the wait until later. Unfortunately for in the near future. He points out
to the whole field of apprenticestation and he holds his hands in a many of them it never comes that in 1910 unskilled workers
ship training and it is hoped tha
benediction-like manner and says, and they find themselves being made up nearly 30 percent of the
every high school library will be
"Peace." Each time I see him do held accountable without having nation's manpower. By 1930 the
provided with a copy and stuthis, peace takes on a new mean- a chance makine amends for their percentage of unskilled workers
dents interested in employment
Mg. What is this thing that de- shortcomings. This noses a ques- had dropped to little more than a
opportunities urged to study it.
mands so much of our attention tion for all of us, "How far am I fifth of the labor force and that by
in this day and time? What is from Canaan?" Through some of 1950 the proportion of unskilled
wrong with a world where we find our misconstrued ideas we are not workers had declined to less than
so many people who are in quest too far from Canaan but in reali- 13 percent of the total labor force
of this peace — a Canaan-like at- ty most of us are much farther of the country.
mosphere. Maybe somewhere down from the Canaan than we ever This trend continues at an acthe line we really want peace. dare to realize. As long as we can celerated pace. On the other hand
Many times we need peace within live in the midst of suffering, de- he notes a steady increase in the
— a freedom from a plaguing con- spair, sickness, death, troubles of number of skilled and semi-skillscience that prevents us from all descrintions and not be moved ed workers in the nation's labor
sleeping at night or enjoying life to action by these things we are a force.
changes
Technological
The Boy Scouts of America,
at its fullest even during the day- long ways from Canaan. As long since the end of World War II
Troop 105, under the direction of
light hours. There is something that as we fail to get the real spirit spectacularliMayru
Mr.
N. Penn and Mr. W. Harden,
haunts us by day and by night of Jesus to the extent that we f World War II
and our very Canaan seems some- have compassion on those less have been "truly spectacular" have used the school for the last
where in the far distance that fortunate' than ourselves, we are and point up the need for many two meetings which involved disis obtainable through moral and a long ways from Canaan — this, new skills and modifications of cussing plans for a trip to Kentucky Lake.
spiritual dedication that will en- my friends, is a problem that old skills.
able us to achieve our goals.
should demand the attention of all The advantages of apprentice- The Band Parents met, July 31,
in the school cafeteria simultanMuch to the surprise of many of of us.
ship training are demonstrated. eously with boys' basketball pracGuides to apprenticeships within tice in the gymnasium. Several
specific occupations are given band instruments were purchased.
portant aspect of the shortage of The basic developments of t h e
skilled workers is the waste of band are notable.
manpower which is the result
Mr. Hale attended the Grand
discrimination Lodge in Knoxville. lie is a grand
of
economic
particuarly
against minoritites,
officer representing Lodge No. 9
Negroes." He advises the pros- of Milan, Tenn. In the absence
pective Negro apprentice to "un- of Mr. Hale, Rev. Daniel E.
Presenting a panorama of mod- derstand the nature of the barriAcclaiming great interest in the
church of Dyer, Tenn., is in charge
Baptist church circles was the 21st els displaying the latest in fash- ers he may face, and that he
of the science department.
annual session of the Memphis Dis- ions will be the Missionary Society, should also know where he may
Mrs. Lockie Richardson is back
trict Association held in the beau- Monday, Aug. 18. The spacious look for aid and assistance in ob- with us after the recent illness
of
tiful newly constructed sanctuary lawn of the church will be the set- formation. Directories are given her mother.
of Progressive. Baptists, repre- ting for the much-anticipated an- ticeship agencies.
We
have
planned
a
series
to
senting more than 20 churches in nual affair, Captivating models The author notes that "an im- honor a
faculty member in future
this area, gathered to promote from various parts of the city showing the working conditions in columns for his or her
achieve
missionary and educational work will be featured.
a particular craft, sources of in- ments. As a beginning, we inter
locally and to support Baptist in, The panorama begins at 9 p m. formation from
unions, govern. viewed the Home Economics DeMrs. Elizabeth Proctor is secreterest in this state and nationments and industry, employment partment advisor.
wide. Presiding at the helm of tary of the Missionary Society.
outlook, job descriptions, necesHaving an interest in home
BAPTIST
the activities was the compe- HOPEWELL
With the theme. "She Was Full sary qualifications for training. economics even before high school
tent and highly esteemed presiMiss
Lavon Broyles, a graduate
wage rates and other related indent, Rev. Van J. Malone of the of Good Works and Acts of Chariof all state and federal appren- of the Dunbar High School of Samembership
Hopewell
the
ty,"
church.
Chelsea
Baptist
First
vannah, Tenn., entered the AgritaMing apprenticeships."
Highlights of the Session were will commemorate its annual WomHe notes obstacles to Negroes cultural and Industrial State unithe Prince and Princess Revue en's Day. Taking place Sunday, the
securing apprenticeships in many versity. Upon graduation, she acContest and sermons by Rev. W celebration will feature as guest
well-known Mrs. Viole trades but that "conditions are cepted a teaching position at our
M. Fields, jr., of Vollentine Bap- speaker.
school. Miss Broyles's classes art
Rob- Ware ot New Tyler AME church. improving." He points out that
tist church, Rev. Horace
prepared program "Although some leading unions studying child care and clothing
inson, Rev. E. L. Slay, Rev. W. A specially
supplement Mrs. W a re's manage to circumvent it, the of- techniques. Her future plans for
M. Fields, Rev. .W T. Grafton, will
at 3 p. m. Some of the tal- ficial policy of the combined CIO- teaching her students include cook
Rev. Van J. Malone and Rev. W. speech
ented guest who will take part are AFL union is 'no discrimina- ing skills. Miss Broyles is satisfied
P. Scott.
with her school work, and she has
Mrs, Dorothy Bruce of the Church tion.'
With but a few exceptions. the of Living God, and Mrs. B. T.
planned for future graduate well
Unions
The
must
be
re-elected.
open
to
all
qualsame officials were
at Penn State.
Lewis of St. Stephen Baptist ified
workers regardless of race
incumbents are Rev. J. L. Net- church.
tars of Mt. Vernon Baptist church, The pastor, Rev. L. M. Neal will or color. The more this policy
EAST LANSING, Mich, — (UPI)
supervisor of ushers and Rev. G. officiate during the marning serv- is enforced the more the oppor- — Coach Duffy Daugherty of
D. Jones, supervisor of the ...Mir& ice. A church choir will furnish tunities for the Negro in skilled Michigan State University has intrades will Increase, for union vited a total of 7« players to reThe financial report was not the music.
available at the time of this publiMrs. Rosetta Bradley is church membership is virtually a necese- port Sept. 1 for the start of pre.
cation.
sity in many crafts."
season football practice.
reporter.
ST. ANTHONY CATHOLIC
ROCK OF AGES BAPTIST
Approximately 1,000 members
An Usher's Tea and Fashionette
and friends turned out to partici- will spotlight services at the Rock
pate in St, Anthony's Third An- of Ages Baptist church Sunday.
nual Festival Laughter, gleeful It is destined to be one of the
and disappointing outbursts filled most well attended affairs held to
the air as various games were benefit the house of worship. The
played and the results of raffles ushers will hold the tea and fashionette at 192 Kirk.
were given.
A donation of 50 cents is being
Winning the No. One prize, a
Holmes
Mrs
asked.
was
wardrobe,
$200
Rev. W. T. Grafton is the mmof 298 N. Main st. Other prizes
were an electric fan and a pic- ter.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
ture of the Sacred Heart.
Dynamic and personable Pry
The Festival, which was held
on the church lawn, will benefit Benjamin Hooks graced the pilt.
venThe
pit at Mt. Nebo church Sunday,
the fund of St. Anthony.
ture this year netted about $2,100. as guest speaker. He gave a magEnergetic Robert Yarborough nificent address centered around
acted as head of the activity with the theme of Young People's Day,
Robert Willis assisting. Harry 'Developing Christian Leadership
Thompson was chairman of tickets. In Our Churches"
Rendering melodious music for
Father Knorad Lohr is the pasthe occasion was the Olivet Baptor.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
tist church. The Rev E. W. WilSunday, the Memphis District liamson is thehm pastor.
Pleasant Green, Union Valley and To Mrs. Earnestine Jenkins went
Laymen will observe Laymen's
Ammon Jordan was chairman St. Paul choirs.
the pleasure of presenting t h e
CME
Collins
Chapel
the
at
Taylor
Day
Miss Janie
was co-chairIt was a two-fold celebration as gifts to the most deserving sem
church W. L. Graham general man.
was evidenced by the presents a ants. No less inviting was the job
secretary of lay activities for CME
Rev. Roy Love is the pastor
plenty that were bestowed on lov- as mistress of ceremony which
churches, will bring to the congre- EBENEZER RAPIST
able Mrs. Guriece Malone. Mrs. wa able carried out by Mrs, Ruby
gation a stirring and timely meaWorshipping with Evenezer a n d Malone has served the church won- L. Chambers.
ger.
helping 'to supply music to whet derfully for eight years as pianist Mrs Timmie Rhodes is oresi
Me will deliver the address at the appetite of the most discrimi- and directress of the Revelation; dent of the Revelation Choir at
p.
nating in its celebration of Ai- choir. All past presidents of the Ebenezer.
L. Todd IS the district president. nual Young People's Day, were the choir were honored also.
Rec. E. L. Slay is the pastor

and Mrs. Bert Frazier, Mr. •and
Mrs. Jessie Hicks, Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Lawson and family, Mn. and
Mrs. Johnny Lewellen and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Lawson, Mr.
Mrs, Paul Carr and family,

Mrs. Rene Brown, Mrs. rill William, Mrs. Effie Pickens and family, Mrs. Annie Love, Mrs. Esti. Jackson, Mr. Lucious Cosby,
Mr. Leroy Lawson.
Other guests were: Mrs. Nancy

Person, Mrs. Willie Cunningham,
Mrs. Carrie Flea/ens, Mrs. Maxine
Kindrick and Mr Benny Meals.
The next family reunion will be
held in Chicago at the home of
Mrs. Lena Crrr

Visit The Quality Stamp Redemption Store

Words of the Wise

Annummumonnummomminomminnonommommonnommonnomommi

The family of the late DR. J. E. WALKER
thanks its many friends, who by telegrams,
letters, flowers, visits, prayers, and other expressions of sympathy, helped to assuage the
grief sustained during our bereavement.

HUNDREDS OF GIFTS for the home free with Quality Stamps can
be yours from the Quality Stamp Redemption Store. Gifts like this
matching set of Platt luggage that would make any trip enjoyable.

A thrill of your life awaits you at the Quality
Center. Come on in and browse around.

Yes Madame,
Golden Brown is Crepes Nicholas
with tender chopped chicken
rolled up inside and piping hot
cheese sauce over all. So good,
Dad and the small-fry will enjoy
them made with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour for supper tonight. It only takes a few minutes
to prepare this delicious, tempting
supper.
Crepe Nicholas—
Broccoli with Onion Sauce
Waldorf Salad
Coffee (for you and Dad)
Milk (small-fry)
CREPE NICHOLAS
I C. Jack Sprat enriched
flour
2 eggs
I tsp. salt
1 C. milk

Mix flour and salt, add milk
and stir until perfectly smooth.
Add eggs and heat thoroughly.
Heat 5 inch or other small frying
pan. Grease with few drops of
oil and pour in just enough batter
to cover pan with very thin layer.
Tilt pan no that mixture spreads
evenly when cooked with spatula
and cook on other side. Cook
pancakes one by one. On each
pancake place one tablespoon
chopped cooked chicken. Roll up
and arrange close together in shallow baking dish. When ready to
serve pour over piping hot cheese
sauce and brown slightly in broiler.
CHEESE SAUCE: Add 4-C. mild
cheese grated or cut in cubes to
1 recipe of white sauce. Reheat
in double broiler until cheese
melts.

Shining Performance By Youthful Stars

-34
TAKING THE FIRST STEP toward stardom and the big time
were these youthful and talented entertainers last Saturday morning as the Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South
opened the way on their talent show. The Big Star stores give
boys and girls of this entire area the opportunity to present
their talents before the huge audience served by 50,000 watt

WDIA. the Mid-South's most popular radio station. Appearing
on last week's show were, from left to right: Sandra Bass,
PhInex Batted, James Moore, Willie B. Peacock, Willie' Johnson,
James Wald, William Spear, Erwin Mayhne, and Bettye Patter.
son. Standing in front is Helen Houston.

CASH FOOD STORES

atm liAlk

Meet Mickey

•
•,•.•• •• ••

FINALISTS in Miss Latin From Manhattan contest
reach for crown held by Tom Wilkinson in New York.
From left: Nancy Angelet, Puerto Rico; Yolanda Roca,
Chile; Marina Maderas, Puerto Rico; Lillie Flores, Cuba
and Cathy Cruz, Puerto Rico. UPI Telephoto

Fine Finalists

A BELL TELEPHONE company operator, Mickey
Haynes would like to become a professional dancer. In
addition to talent, she has curves measuring 36-22-37.
Defender photo by Pulley

ata 41.1••••••••••

JUST OUTSIDE Pretoria,
South Africa, a Ndebele
mother decorates her home
using paints she mixed herself. Yawning, her colorfully
attired young son seems bored with it all.

ww.)110.

He'd
Rather
Be
Taking
A
Nap

ALL SET TO cheer thousands of kiddies on Bud Billiken Day Saturday and the ever popular Uncle Ned and
Uncle Bucky of "Lunchtime Little Theatre", noontime

variety show for boys and girls over WGN-TV.
just as excited about the parade as the Billikens, Uncle!
Bucky says.

They'll Have A Ball With Billikens

*•••••••• Z-11-•

• • • • • .0•AO••

KAZURO FUKIKURA of Japan show's foreign language
edition of "The Watchtower,"
official publication of Jehovah's Witnesses i n 5 0
languages, to local delegates
at the international convention of Jehovah's Witnesses
in New York's Yankee Stadium and Polo Grounds. From
left, Radford Bruell of the
Norwood Park congregation,
Bryon Ragland of the Lawn.
dale congregation, Fukikura,
and William Jones of the
Pershing congregation.

Many
Languages,
One
Thought

ALONA BROWN and Mike Asque make friends with
Alex, a baby llama, at Hawthorn Mellody Farms Zoo
in Libertyville, Ill. The two recently spent a day touring
the farm and zoo with other youngsters from the Henry
Booth Settlement House, 2328 S. Dearborn, Chicago.

Find New Friend

•

*
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Flashes Winning Smile

.....

and Carol
ALL SMILES is cute Linda Carol Brown, daughter of Valon
Memorial AIME
Brown, who is winner of a baby contest held at Gregg
told the photochurch. "I knew I could do it all the time," Linda coyly
photo.
staff
Defender
grapher.
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Dear Mme. Chaste: I would
greatly appreciate it if you would
publish my request to correspond
with some nice ladies between the
ages of 20-40. I am 33, light brown
complexion, nice hair and features. I like to write and will ex-

054

cuss the current events, v a cur
respondence. Age, creed, color
or sex does not matter. A present, I am confined, I find that
life under these circumstances
can be very lonesome. Especially
for someone who thought that he
had many friends. The cost of
experience has been very high
and quite educational. I am 34 and
rather nice looking. 1 have black
hair and medium brown complexion. My height is 6 feet, 4 weigh
write.
who
all
with
change photos
205 lbs. I have two years college
Lloyd Kimbrough, i3237 9. Evans, training in physical education
Chicago 37, Ill.
and mortuary science. James Ri••
chardson, C-1440 Box A RFD No.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would 3, Bellefonte. Pa.
like to correspond with someone
• ••
who likes to play chess and disDear Mme. Chante: I am interested In hearing from ladies between the ages of 25-40. I am 31,
5 feet, 7 1-4 inches tall, weigh
155 and have no bad habits. I am
in business and would enjoy hearing from business minded ladies
who are interested in the better
things of life. Will answer all
letters. John Davis, Davis D i s•
count Sales, 6625 S. KenWood ave.
Chicago 37, Ill.
•••

right Against Polio Now Left Up To You
0

Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to correspond with a nice
well understanding young professional lady, between 19 and 33,
not over 5 feet, 7, well built, attractive, light or brown skin, who
Is interested in marriage a n d
wants to get ahead in life. Send
photo in first letter. I am 33,
weigh 135- lbs., 5 feet, 9 inches
tall, brown skin, college trained
and experienced food service director and executive chef-steward.
I am employed as a chef. I
am also an import-export specialist. I am planning to establish
my own Import and export business in the near future. I am a
busy man and only have time
for a serious and sincere lady.
Will answer all letters and exchange photos. R. L. Sanders, CO
Warrenton Motor Lodge, Warrenton. Va.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have admired your column for quite
awhile. I am a single man with
no habits other than smoking. I
am interested in marriage —
disease. At extreme right is
employed on a mass scale to
non-paralytic type polio. In
Vie Wert:, Cleveland "Indian"
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Urban League Women
Set Benefit Aug. 31
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and
Al !filthier. formerly male vocal- ed from an overseas stint
ist with the Duke Ellington hand has appeared on many nationwide
popuwill headline the Third annual ben- television shows. His most
efit for the Women's Division of lar recent recordings have been
Go
the Chicago Urban League, Aug. "He" and "After The Lights
Down Low." Nibbler's allstar re31
Saunnibbler, who skyrocketed to fame vue will be hacked by Red
several years ago with his record- ders and his bend.
ing of ."Trees." will bring his en- This is the fundraising auxiltire revue to Roberts Show Lounge iary's third benefit and according
Hattie
for the afternoon session August 31, to their president. Mrs.
Mack they hope to net their bigfrom four to eight p. m.
The bdind singer recently return- gest profit to date.
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and against the slogan "Keep
WHAT MEANETH THIS?
There's a crying need in this Memphis Down in Dixie," and in
town for somebody who is able the face of the publicity drummed
and is in a position to make segregationist sentiments aid ex•
ee me, $10)
Slehosetott
special
(2-yeer
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$3
Sebteriation rota.: Orie year, $6; six moots*.
expert, honest, public and object- pressions of many of the major
SI'beers.
ive analysis . . . setting forth candidates.
apasollsitria Manescripta
The Tri-Stete Doteselet Dees Net Tyke Respell safety for
the meaning of the great outpour- There was a note of bewilderIf
ing of political interest manifested ment and suspicion detectable in
r
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toterod
Peblishiee Ce.
by Memphis and Shelby County much of the Nein° community.
Published Ivory Thursday by the Tri-Stete Weeder
last week.
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Negroes
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On Primady Day last week, in lying feeling of ndt knowing, or
Chses Metter at the Mewlehla Pee 001rse Marsh 10.
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precincts all over town, there were to believe. Here and there could
)
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE
long lines of Negro voters. They be found signs of the old traassembled from the time the polls dition of futility and tradition of
opened and kept up the pace till frustration that Negro voting would
not mean much anyway.
the polls closed.
The climaxing action followed in
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ions of intense
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culiar reactions. Candidates were activity in last week's primary as
to
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candidate, no matter
dissected in barbershops, beauty a protest vote.
The recent aborted Haitian coup d'etat ous
power, so long SA his views on the United groups . .. wherever Negroes met Of course, said analyst would
has left in its wake showers of criticisms
and talked.
States were of a friendly character.
on the island republic. Certainly no one refolk mulled over what have to concede that there were
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this plight, though she has had more than once
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U. S. soil for American independence.
her share of uprisings.
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seat a constitutional government by brute toward strengthening the country's econ- didates.
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analyst would say about the Witt.
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g of last week.
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recent developments in the Middle East man, Dr. Duvalier is a hard working admin- with
a vague resentment. The had its effect. The more or less
where rebel forces assassinated King Faisal istrator whose ultimate objective is to bal- main tenor of the questions might unusual taking of public positions
of Iraq, it appears that Latin American ance the national budget and put Haiti on be summed up as being 7 "What's on racial issues by the major canall this politicking mean to Negroes didates stimulated the Negro eleccountries do not have complete monopoly on the road to prosperity.
we ex- torate. The unprecedented number
revolutions.
The revolt for which Haiti is being crit- as citizens .. what can
pect to gain as a group struggling and caliber of local Negroes whose
It wasn't too long ago that Argentina icized was actually instigated by two white to
improve our position as citi• names appeared on the ballots as
ousted its President Peron after bloody Americans with a handful of native confed- rens?"
candidates for the State Legislastreet battles. And in Brazil, President Var- erates. In a matter of hours the whole thing The "value resentment" . . . ture undoubtedly served to stimuwhich was sometime definitely Pin- late greater interst And the grow.
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'Jamaica' No. 13
Bid For Summer r
Tourists Trade
— Edward
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Even "My Fair Lady"
Ann Howes; Mark
Broadway must yield to the ria- Muthere, Sally
; musical on Bernard
pact of summer heat with many Bellinger
still selling standing
hit productions "taking rests' Shaw theme
after 1,000 performduring the summer and returning room nightly
ances..
for fall and winter.
Tom
Only the pure in heart, so to "Romanoff and Juliet" —
speak, dares to buck the sum- Poston; Plymouth; political fanmer season when theatre goers tasy; "twofer" tickets available; seek relief from the heat and hie to close Sept. 13.
off to the mountains where the "Say, Darling"—David Wayne,
climate is more fall-like — es- Vivian Blaine, Johnny Desmond;
pecially in the evenings. The Ante; comedy about producing a
same may be said of plays that musical; available.
dare to return to the scene in "Sunrise at Campobello" —
advance of fall. It does happen, Ralph Bellamy; Cort; moving drahowever.
ma of Dr.'s fight against polio;
Two successful Broadway at- difficult, just short of capacity.
tractions that have been on va- •'The Dark at the Top of the
cation returned to the Play list Stairs" — Teresa Wright. Pat
Monday night to raise the num- Bingle, Eileen Heckert; Music
ber of attractions to 13.
Box: William Inge's well-regardThese are "Jamaica," the musi- ed slice of midwestern life in the
and
Horne,
cal starring Lena
1920's, available.
"Bells Are Ringing," starring
"The Music Man" — Robert
has
that
musical
a
Judy Holliday,
Preston; Majestic; prize musical
half.
a
and
year
a
running
been
about an Iowa small town 46 years
Tickets for both are available
ago; standing room only.
at the Imperial and Shubert the"Two for the Seesaw" — Dana
atres, respectively.
The other 11 attractions, their Andrews; Anne Bancroft; Booth;
leading players, theaters and tic- highly successful two - character
bittersweet romance; difficult;
ket information:
to capacity weekly.
"Look Back in Anger" — Sum. close
mer replacement cast; Golden; "West Side Story" — Leonard
British drama of a youthful mis- Bernstein's music; Winter Garfit; tickets on two-for•price-oUne den; serious, highly choreographgangs;
basis; announced to close Sept. ed musical about youth
available.
20.
Saw you
"Look Homeward, Angel"—Mi "Who was that Lady I
s,
riam Hopkins, Ed Begley; Barry- With?" — Peter Lind Haye
LENA BORNE site in her
enjoymore; prize play about youthful Mary Healy; Martin Beck;
Long Island home just before
able zany comedy; available.
starting for the Imperial theThomas Wolfe; available.
atre, answering questions fired by critics anent her activity during the several

• fb
weeks she has been on summer vacation. "Happy to return to the theatre?" "Well,
yes, and no." Resting from the
"wars" of nightly performing

sorta grows on one. B • t,
think of the thousands of
summer vacationist% coming
to New York hoping to witness you work and who might
not be able to return later. It

is a pleasure to greet them
professionally and do y 0 u r
best towards making their visit a happy one. That is the
other side of the picture Lena
home's ieturn paints. On the

right Miss Horne arrives at
the theatre, waving a is d
tossing kisses at her multitude
of fans. This was the stars,
the Lena Horne story Monday

as she returned to the Imperial to again appear in a n d
star in "Jamaica" one of 13
shows summer visitors m a y
see for next several weeks,.
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NEW YORK — Lena Horne, Metro - Goldwyn
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who returned to Broadway this Bulk of her Hollywood
that banner which
week in stage play "Jamaica" was done under
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Now CBS has decided to bring
Mirisch Co., has offered Miss
bizon Productions, has not as yet be greatly increased.
each week.
Home lead in a jazz picture to selected his second property for The standard appearances such in different names
among the singers scheduled
be made after she closes her the Mirisch deal. His association as Pearl Bailey on Como show; And
the program are Cab Callobroadway run. Miss Horne is re- with the Mirisch Co., stems top artists on the Ed Sullivan and for
Billy Eckstine and several
ported to have agreed to the film from Allied Artists and from Mou- Steve Allen programs as well as way,
not yet named.
others
listed
are
role.
lin Productions, the latter being the interracial jazz-ers
This change in format figures to
differThe picture Lena is to star in, the company which produced as of last season. Slight
several up the program's rating. Certainone of two to be produced and "Moby Dick." Crown had been ence last season was the
one song presented
weeks program that starred Nat ly the number
directed by Crown will be titled president of Moulin.
Fitzgerald, Johnny
King Cole on NBC-TV. Prior to by an Ella
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LENA HOFtNE'S return tea
THE PARADE OF stars along
a" Monday
streets of Chicago when Bud Billi- "Broadway in "Jamaic
us apken staged picnic last Saturday was greeted with tremendo
ed
"returnREPRESENTED two and o ti e plause and a jam-pack
ce.
—S H E
half millions in talent. — SIDNEY first-nighter-audien
POITIER, Count Basie and his HAD BEEN SHUT down for sumentire band B. B. King, RUTH mer. — SAMMY DAVIS current.
BROWN, RED SAUNDERS a n d ly enearing in a Hollywood nightstars from most of the top clubs cry can double between same Spot
as
in loop and en southside were to do so after return to work
all on hand to add merriment to "Sporting Life" in "Porgy A is d
Ole Bud's one big day in t h e Bess." IT IS UNLIKELY that
year. — SPEAKING Oh' B. B. "Mr. Wonderful" will choose to
KING, the famed blues guy work that hard, however. — MAheads an Aster group of blues HALIA JACKSON'S recent appearand "rock" greats into Chicago's ance on West Coast broke all exTrianon ballroom, Mon. Aug. 18 isting recoords for CONCERTS OF
for what is billed as "down home kind while guest-ing on Los Anbill.
night." — RICHARD STAMZ of geles church benefit
• •• •
radio disc jockey fame is the anDEAR ZIGGY JOHNSON and
gel behind this socko promised proJohnny (Gotham) White, you'd
motion.
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better check on your boy RUSS
STEVE ALLEN returns to the "SPORTS WRITER" COWANS.—
air this fall with what prises Proof that guy's traveling in fast,
to be one of his greatest pro- company spotlighted by recent
AMONG THE GUEST dinner engagement with c a f egrams.
stars will be Johnny Mathis, the dom's goodlooker, "Black Velvet"
hottest newcomer to hit the scene the dancer. — DIAHANN CARin moons. — KEN NORDINE'S ROLL on Jack Paar show Thurs.
television program "Jazz In The day of last week followed Tues.
Round" on CBS-TV last Wednes- day in same slotting. — BROADday was a socko with Count Bas- WAY PRODUCER who goes 1 0 r
ic and Joe Williams featured. interracial productions bidding
--THIS WEEK IT was the "Dix- for .services of Sammy Davis, jr.,
ieland Jan" group. — NEXT and Earths Kitt for show to be •
WEEK Dizzy Gillespie will be staged this winter. — PROPOSshow's star. — AL HIBBLER who ED PLAY is on dramatic kick
follows Ruth Brown into Chicago's with Earths the "backstreet" is
Roberts Lounge is completing lo- life of already married Davis.—
cal commitments after which he EARLE HYMAN, star of many
returns to Europe to pick up op. Broadway plays may Play lead
lions left behind. — WHEN BILLY In a fall socko now being' planned
DANIELS leaves the Larry Steele 'tis reported from the east. —
show at tittle Harlem in Atlantic ELLA FLTZGERILD. Sidney PoiCity Arthur Lee Simpkins will tier and Pearl Bailey spotlightmove in. — SLEEPY WHITE, ed on Idles ision consecutive nights
ace comic will remain through last week gave good accounts of
themselves in personal interviews.
new show.
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Duke Ellington Plays
'Command Concert' For
Princess In Canada

Ruth Brown, Basie Set
Pace On Chicago Stem
well have been Cannon and band plus Nate WilThere might
The Escapades is
battles between Chicago's hot spots hams featured.
late and music is on stand
and the weather man but the ar- open
t the night and well into
rival of hit tunesters and \music throughou
hours.
and the presence of air-condition- wee
Crown Propeller presents
ing decided the issue in favor of The
attraction with Danny Os.
the taverns. As a result the spots a double
Davis' all girl
allfigure to jump this week end. erbea and Birdie
There is also an all
The Disc Jockey lounge offsets hand starred.
Crown to
ercrything with the music of Ed. girls floor show at the
must for patronage.
die Chamblee and his great comb( add another
Little Hundson and his Red Dev
plus extra attractions. And over
in charge of music at
et Roberts the tunesational Ruth ml Trio are
819 Lounge on 59
Brown is the attraction. To add to Laura's popular
Door. 450 W. 6.3
the class of the Roberts show street. The Green
ment by thes
Red Saunders, one of the best st., offers entertain
In the loop it is
show -bands in the nation will have the Bronze Trio.
Basle at the
charge of the music. Red is no the music of Count
sessions with
stranger to night club circles. For Blue Note in nightly
The enyears he was tops playing for De- Joe Williams on vocals.
music menu at
lisa shows that offered top name tertainment and
Cottage spotstars. He will be on hand to high- C and C Lounge, 6513
Simmons hand
light the Ruth Brown program lights the Norman
everywhere.
throughout the vocalist's stay. plenty entertainment
The Club Escapades will also And spots are all air conditionthe music kick with Billy ed and comfortable.
be

Switch Puts
Kingfish On
Radio Aug.8

WHAT NO SEX! Yes she's
Earths Kitt in one of few pose,
photogs have caught her sans

exhibition of "hotly beautiful."
Earths is on West Coast for
filming of "Anna Lonna."

Tim Moore, the "Kigfish" of
the television "Amos 'n' Andy
Show," and Dr. Bruce Halstead
will switch dates for their previously announced guest appearances en CBS Radio's "House
Party."
Dr. Halstead will he heard on
Thursday. August 7, at 3.0i) - 330
p. m, EDT. and Tim Moore on
Friday, August 8.

Pearl Bailey Pianist •
Goes For Self; Opens
Exclusive Night Club

TORONTO — On the invitation
of Princess Margaret, Duke Ellington motored from here Thursday with his quintet immediately
after his recital over the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp TV network
to join his 17-piece band at StratFred Kaz who ac- eel the loss of two fingers of his
ford, Ont , where the Princess at- Jazz pianist
Pearl Bailey during left hand.
tended the evening performance companied
Chez Paree Kaz slowly returned to work oa
at "A Winter's Tale" followed by her stint at Chicago's
own. He cur- the piano and found himself int.
the Ellington's appearance before has moved on his
Lion, an- provising music primarily for the
Golden
at
some 600 specially invited guests rently stars
song - stylist right hand. The classical training
at a ball in honor of the Princess other hot spot with
plus the improvisations soon le4
Jan and the Duke (of Eking- Kiki Williams.
old Kaz has im- to jazz. Then, encouraged by his
ton) have long been favorites of The 24 year
earhis
during
fans
jazz
inpressed
the
wife and friends he gave new and
Her Royal Highness, hence
ces at the Modern
vitation. Ellington played his tone lier appearan
ic interest to jaz,
enthusiast
The Gate of Horn,
the first year of jam,
poem, "The Princess Blues," (led Jazz Room,
Off Beet sic. Within
the
and
Street.
Easy
Queen
the
of
sister
teeter' to the
study he caught the attention of
alth,
Room.
Commonwe
British
of the
local jazz fans and critics and
Originally, Kaz had planned a
currently visiting Canada — and
now is well on his way te a war.
years
three
until
North Arteries — for the first concert career
ago when a tragic accident calls- and successful career.
time.
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Banquet
Anniversary
20th
At
Array
Festive
In
Cavort
'Cooties'
3

LONG RECOGNIZED for its conviviality and fraternity, the Monkey Mountain Pup Tent No. 20,
Military Order of the Cootie recently regaled a fashionable crowd of some 500 at an elaborate banquet in the Grand ballroom on Chicago's Southside.
The festive affair marked the 20th anniversary
of the veteran's organization and brought together supreme and grand officers from as faraway
as New Castle, Pa.

AS USUAL when "Cooties" get together merriment
is the keynote and drama and color enhanced
enjoyment. Presenting a striking front in the datzling uniform of the order, the hosts were an impressive compliment to the stunning gowns worn •
by their feminine guests. Defender Photographer
Cleo Lyles recorded some of the gayety which included a star - studded floor show.
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O'Hara, Charles Burns, Marcus Walker, Henry
in civic and political life joined ward A.
• NOTABLES HIGH Cooties
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• A PORTION of the assemblage shows
singer-accerdionist Ruby Mason.
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Baptist Women Give Pre view Of Gala
NBC Activities At Elaborate Banquet

A brilliant prelude to smart and Charles 0. Trimin, one of the
gala social activities during the underwriters of the national comBy DARCY
78th annual meeting of the Na- mittee. A highlight came when
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
tional Baptist Convention in Chi- Mrs. Trimm presented NBC's
Coliseum first lady, Mrs. J. H. Jackson,
commodious
cago's
WINDY CITY, CHATTER. . . held at one of Detroit's swank ho- Sept. 9-14 was the elaborate ban- wife of the national president with
of
'class
the
tels, 25 members of
quet at which the entertainment a gorgeous bouquet of flowers.
Congrats are in order. . .Billy and ,40, (University of Michigan) hopcommittee of the Woman's Auxil- Flowers also were presented to
'little'
jazzy
Wilsons'
the
a
into
ped
welcomed
Cora Sue Mitchell
the chairman by Mrs. W. Spreeiary regaled more than 500,
York
son, their first, at St Lukes boa- plane and took off for New
The banquet was held in Park- gins and to Mrs. E. E. Sorrell.
(f r a m
staff
Maria's
where
City
way ballroom with notables high chairman of the Ways and Means
pital the other
Chez Cafe Maria) had bacon, ham, in Baptist churchdom in attend- Committee.
morning. T h e
biscuits, coffee already
hot
eggs,
ance. Mrs. Trudie Trimm, leadproud new pop is
Underwriters of the national
and waiting for the hungry and ing figure in Baptist women's actan interne at
committee were introduced by
tired bunch.
the country, the Rev. B. F. Paxton, and the
throughout
ivities
Cook County hosThey arrived about 6 a.m., and was general chairman of the highpital. . .She's a
Rev. Stroy Freeman presented
the 'breakfast' didn't end until ly successful affair.
former magazine
the principal speaker, the Rev
day. The Wilsons'
next
the
noon
cover girl. .
In the brilliant assemblage Louis Boddie.
sent out for mere food, called in
Happy birthday
combo who made were more than 50 ministers, The Rev. Boddie gave a stirpiece
three
a
to
Maurice
was well rewith the music round their beau- who were presented by the Rev. ring, address which
Smith, Chicago
tifully lighted pool as the party
Teachers' c 0 lwent on and on and ON
lege sophomore,
Darcy De Mile
PHOENIX, ARIZONA CHATTER
a nd to h
. . .Newest members of the dude
Atkins. former
his pretfootball great. Maurice celebrat. ranch set are Clyde and
hands at
ed his 21st July 12. Atkins cele.' ty Marissa who are old
their days
brated his birthday July 21, but this sort of thing from
on the range in Texas.
he isn't telling his age. . .
Arizona-nes only since DecemSilver-tipped fingernails seems
love with the clito be THE fad at the moment her, they fell in
and decided
. . .Everybody's wearing that frog- i mate and the people
lone star state
ted polish. . .1 guess it's supposed to de-populate the
up camp where
to make you feel cooler . .Last by two, setting
the 'west really begins' as Clyde
month orange was THE color.
Happy wedding anniversary to Puts it.
thought up a name
Dr. and Mrs. Steve Mitchell of ' They haven't
15 room house
Gary, Ind_ who just chalked up for their rambling
cottages (adobes
48 years together, Their eight or the adjoining
requests from friends
children and 22 grandchildren pardner) but
48 are already
Were on hand to wish then. well, from all of the
Grouped around the beautifully pouring in.
what is a dogie
decorated tables on the lawn of Say Clyde,
mean the 'one in the
the Mitchells' fabulous home were (and I don't
is it speiled doggie...?
Dr. and Mrs. Louis Mitchell, New window') or
FLINT, MICH. CHATTER. .
York City, Dr. and Mrs. .1ordon
spotted around those
Mitchell, South Bend, Ind.; Dr. and Flintites seen
clubs up Idlewild way
Mrs. Floyd Mitchell, Detroit, Mich, cozy little
about town Phil WilDr. Dorothy Mitchell Price and included man
Graham who played
husband, Bob, Los Angeles, Calif.; son and Joe
Living For' at least
Atty. and Mrs Craig Mitchell, "What Am I
. .1 wonder why.
times.
dozen
a
MitCora
Mrs.
Pa.;
Philadelphia,
time of her young
chell Watkins, a social worker, Having the
Rigsby who is so
'Washington, D. C. Aretha Mitchell life was Clara
her birthday presKennedy, teacher, Chicago a n d delighted 'with
Ford. . .gift
Atty. William Mitchell, Portland. ent, a shiny new
from her medico-uncle Tom.
Ore.
in
Also there over the weekend,
There were shouts of happiuess
water most of the
the
of
out
and
docdapper
the
all around when
Doris Williams, LuRev. and Mrs. George W.
BEING WELCOMED to t h e
tor announced that he would take time. I saw:
Edith Jackson, ThelJones. He Is pastor of Greatlavish and highly successful
his "bride" around the world (in cille Johnson,
FarBarbara
and
more
er Mt. Sinai Baptist thurch
fete which attracted
snore than 80 days) for a "wed- ma Jackson,
livin'
the
and
Summertime
his wife, Mrs. Willa S.
figures
and
known
than 500 well
rell.
ding" present.
song sea. . .
Jones is general director of
in Baptist circles are the
The Mitchell clan will journey is easy or so the
and such, Wil.
to New York with their parents for, Speaking of travel
Alexander and her
a shipboard party whed their lie and Ella Emma Winston, are
parents sail for Liverpool Sept. 1 mother, Mrs.
vacation in their
NEW YORK CHATTER. . .The taking a 'touring'
buick.
new
brand
breakthe
was
week
the
of
party
to
See the U. S. First seems
fast get-together held at the St.
motto . .They will visit
Athens home of George and Ma- be their
relatives in Arkansas before makria "Wilson.
return trip home. . .
: Following a class reunion party ing the

.4
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L. A. Hair
Designers
Plan Show

ceivea by an enthusiastic audience, A fitting climax came
with the closing meditation of the
Rev.- Willie Lewis.'
Meeting in connection with the
78th annual convention, the Young
People's sessions will be held at
Weat Point Baptist church, 36th
at., and Cottage Grove ave., the
Rev. James Brown, minister.
The Laymen's group will gather at the New Testament Baptist church, 40th at., and Drexel
blvd., of which the Rev. Trimm
is pastor. General headquarters
will be Olivet Baptist church, 31st
at., and South Parkway, where
the national president, the Rev. J.
H. Jackson is the distinguished
minister.
Sessions will be enlivened by
programs
several events and
geared to entertain women deleTrimm
Mrs.
gates and visitors,
disclosed.
A banquet highlight was the vocalizing of Mrs. Gwendolyn Davis, who was accompanied by the
national pianist, Mrs. Cassielle
Dot

By MARYLYNN J. HOLDER
LOS ANGELES — More than
150 persons were on hand at the
lavish cocktail soiree hosted by .
members of California Creative ,
Hair Designers recently when ,
they announced plans for the organization's sixth annual beauty
and trade show at the Alexandria
hotel.
Tha September affair, which will.
feature a clinic for beauticians,
hair styling contest and fashion
revue will host top name celebrities, city and state officials.
Among those invited are Gov.
Goodwin J. Knight, Dorothy Dandridge, Mrs. Sammy Davis, Mrs.
Willie Mays, Miss Sara Lou Harris. Mayor Norris Poulson and
Miss Loretta Young.
According to Mrs. Juanita Crattic, president of the organization,
detailed plans for this year's show
are now being completed and many
new features will be unveiled.
In addition to the highly Popular clinic for beauticians, there
will be a 'theme girl" luncheon
honoring the young miss reigning
over the day's activities.
Assisting Mrs. Crattic in planning the affair are Mesdames Velma
Banks, Thomas and Theodora
Smith.
Creative Hair Designers of California membership comprises the
city's most successful and influential beauticians. The organization is eight years old and has
conducted the beauty and trade
show for the past six years.

0

THERE IS A good reason for
the broad smiles worn by this
trio of prominent Baptist women. The recent banquet given
by the entertainment committee of the Women's Auxiliary of the National Baptist
Convention in Parkway was a
: brilliant prelude to the 78th
annual session here in Chicago Sept. 9-14. Convention sessions will be held at the Col-

lseum where sessions will
spotlight, the contributions of
leading women personalities
throughout the country. Mrs. J.
H. Jackson, wife of Dr. Jackson, president of the National
Baptist convention, congratulates the banquet's general
chairman, Mrs. Trudie Trimm
while Mrs. Ludine Trotter
gives smiling approval.

e

music for the National Baptist
Extending
convention.
them a hearty welcome are
Mesdames E. E. Sorrell and
M. A. Moore.

Delta Confab Fetes AKAs
On Golden Anniversary

ti
711
di
if

of almost 810,000 for
• WASHINGTON, D. C. — Leg- expenditure
reception.
the
existing
rivalry
intense
ends of
Despite a gruelling seven days
between Delta Sigma Theta and
convention sessions marked by
Alpha Kappa Alpha sororities will of
emphasis on its public service
be routed by an action of Delta
projects, Delta has not neglected
Sigma Theta sorority at its 25th
completely the purely social side
national convention to be held at
of sorority life.
the Statler-Hilton hotel August 17Other social events will include
23.
stag party for husbands a n d
a
convening
With both sororities
of Delta delegates, a banguests
estabwill
Delta
In Washington.,
ball and a cocktail hour.
quet,
rea
giving
by
lish a precedent
conAKA
entire
the
ception for
vention August 18 from 5-8 p.m.,
in the Harriet 'Tubman Triangle
at Howard university.
It is believed to be the first
time that a national convention of
one sorority has so honored another.
Participating in the reception to
honor the 50th anniversary of
AKA will be approximately 1,000
officers and delegates of Delta •
and 1,500 officers and delesates
of AKA.
The social event on Howard university's campus will be a sentimental return to the birthplace of
both sororities. Delta Sigma The.
ta was founded at Howard university in 1913, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Was founded five years earlier.
Proof of the mutual esteem and
cooperation of the two sororities
can be seen in Delta's unstinting

COMMITTEE CFIAIRMEN and
secretaries for the NBC entertainment committee find time
during the banquet program to

exchange pleasantries and provide an interesting subject for
the Defender Photographer's

camera-lens. 'They are Mee,
dames B. F. Paxton, Lovell,
Thurman, E. E. Sorrell, Stony
Freeman and J. N. Lightfoot. l

Icy. Louis H. Jones, John L. Lew.
Is, Naomi Rowe;
Mesdames Mary Baker, Agnes
Lampkins, Robert Johnson, Alen.
Ramsey; Misses Helen Gibbs, Olga Jordan Ursula McFarland, Delores Reid, Nettie Adams;
In her luxuriously appointed Williams of Macon, Ga., Mrs. P.
Carla Datil, Cynthia Johnson,
home on South Woodlawn ave.. Mrs R. Stewart. Sr., and Miss Selma Valera Sutton, Melonie
Wylie, Jane
Orontes Woods was recent hostess Stewart of Port Arthur, Tex.
Polk,
Louise Dixon, Alice E. Stewnestine Pulliam, Violet N.
C. C. Wilson, prominent In
ENHANCING ENJOYMENT
at a reception honoring her sister, Among the Chicagoans who paid art; Messrs. Thomas Bogle,
Gladney, Elizabeth Taylor,
cisle and club circles; Mesof the banquet was this bevy
Mrs. A. E. S. Johnson, nationally their respects to Mrs. Johnson Sherman Towner, and Donald
Inez Evans and Tommie Nell
dames Mary B. Jackson, Er.
of strikingly gowned hostessprominent club woman of Marlin, were the Rev. and Mn. B. C. Wylie IV.
Harris.
Hedrick, the Rev. and Mrs. G.
./
es. They are (from left) Mrs.
Tex,
Hamilton Martin, Dr. and Mrs. P.
Accompaying Mrs. Johnson was
Stewart, II;
her niece, Miss Elsenia Soders, R.
Messrs. and Mesdames Charles 2410
also of Marlin They stopped
-iirPr0tetri1eff
here enroute to Detroit where they Thompson, Donald Wylie, sr., Ster
will attend the meeting of the Na- ling E. Sutton, U. B. Robertson,
,FROM PERSPIRAnoti
Washington, Seymour
tional Association of Colored Winn Sanford
No matter how active
Warfield. Leonard Lewis, Philen's clubs.
you are, you can depend
•
lip Williams,:
at
hostess
the
assisting
Capably
on
Nix. Banishes odor
broad
discussion.
ing the conference sessions were:
or the panel
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — A
Messrs and Mesdames Arnold
quickly, keeps it away
affair were Mrs. James
social program geared to the in- Serving in capacities as chair- Leatrice Dodd Price, Audrey the gala
L.
W.
Crook,
24
Ernest
Saunders,
hours a day. Use
Ann
jr., Misses Ria
terests of teenagers and young men of registration, welcome and Jones, Lucille Bryant and Caro- D. Leonard,
underarm, between
Velma Ontis, Sandra Tid- Harris, Christopher Cowan, M. C.
toes,
adults, has been launched by the decoration committees, were Mer- lyn Carrington, who served as Gamble,
on sanitary napOatis, Sr., Tillman Polk;
well and Ardelia Vines.
kins,other"odorareas."
local chapter of Alpha Kappa cedes Ritchey, Gladys Ross, Bar- former regional and national ofMesdames Lola M. Parker, Olive
enwere
guests
the
intervals,
At
Creamy smooth. Gives
Alpha sorority, according to Altha bara Anderson, Dorothy Sumner, ficers, with Fredericka Williams
you mote for your
tertained with piano selections by Crosthwait, Irene McCoy Gaines,
Williams, a spokesman for t h e June Lewis and Eunice Simmons. giving the citations.
money than any
Miss Soders, Gamble and Migs Sterling Shepherd II, J. J. Peters,
group.
In charge of the public meet
HundLola
leading deodorValera &Mors. vocal selections by Ronald Richardson,
With special emphasis on teen- was Verna King, who shared honant! Change
Miss Vines, who was accompanied
on good groom- ors with committee chairmen
tips
etiquette
age
today to Nix.
Aseeatb
—
by Mrs. Sterling Shepherd, II, and MATCH TISSUE COLORS
WINS SCHOLASH1P
poise
and
of
ing and development
Mercedes Ritchey, Alice Whaley.
ballet dances by Miss Sutton.
Bright, a June graduate of Weninand
varied
many
personality,
Helen Nelson, Betty Burnett, FreAttention to such a eimple deOut-of-town guests included the
dell Phillips High school, recely
YOU how
formative activities are included dericka Williams, among others.
Rev. Father Philip B. Mann of tail as matching the colors of
ed a $1.000 full four year scholan
includes
which
project
the
me Site
in
Given special recognition durStamm Creek. British Honduras, bathroom tissue and Kleenex tisarship from the national body of
annual debutante ball.
With MX
America; presently sta- sue with the decor of guest bathCentral
Iota Phi lambda sorority. The
..do
In addition, Epsilon Xi Omega
tioned at Most Holy Name of Mary rooms, and powder rooms,-is a MtCentla Effectlve Nem Deodorant'
scholarship. which she will use
outlined
have
officials
Chapter
of
smart
hostess.
the
mark
church; Miss Soder!, Miss Danna
' In the past half century, man's to further her career in business ways and means of creating in- -Wood of Harlan, Ky., Mrs. Ruth
life span has increased by more education, will be presented dur- creased awareness of cultural adf
wife
Wallace,
G.
1.13
Arnetta
Mrs.
Aug.
than 20 years, the result, in large ing the Nth convention
Southand
vantages in San Diego
of the dean of Chicago Baptist Inpart, of expanded medical knowl- of Iota in Miami, Fla.
ern California, with the younger
edge and improved health care.
*Mut?, Robert C. Wallace, attendresidents as focal point.
I An important member of the
Along this line, this year's culed the 111th anniversary of Litoodern health team, the nurse,
tural committee programmed atberia's Independence in Monrovia
snakes a contribution to our welltendance at legitimate theatre
last week.
being that often passes unnoticed;
stage productions and art exhi- In colorful and impressive manwe take it so for granted.
She will visit Paris, France,
bits as 'musts' for participants. ner the Monkey Mountain Pup
Today's nurse must possess
Ruby Hubert WAN in charge of Tent No. 20, Military Order of the and the World's Fair at Brussels
ORLANDO, Fla. — Mrs. Dessie
Skills, complex medical knowledge
this segment of the charm pro- Cootie, Fertile Hunting Grounds before returning to head the 50th
and understanding that were unanniversary convention of Alpha Phillips of this city announces the
ject.
anni20th
its
marked
Dade,
Illinois
of
Ruth
Miss
of her daughter, Eulah
marriage
—
DETROIT
heard of 50 years ago.
Wash
The 1951 sorority calendar was
"The demands on my time
banquet Kappa Alpha sorority in
She must know the course of school teacher. and Dr. William highlighted by presentation of the versary at an elaborate
18 through M. White to Mr. Ronald Johnson,
Aug.
C.,
D.
ington.
are too many for me to be
T.
Mrs.
Joseph
Mr.
son
and
of
disease, for a patient's symptoms V. Banks, supreme grand master Fourth Annual Debutante Ball in in the Grand ballroom.
Aug. 24
fussing with my make-up
Johnson of Chicago, Ill.
may be danger signals to be re- of the International F and & M the U. S. Grant Hotel Palm Room, More than 500 dined and then
* Yes, Black and White
constantly. So it was a joy
The wedding took place last Janported for immediate attention. Masons, will he married on Aug. where nine young ladies made of- watched a star-studded flnor
Vanishing Cream is the
guests uary 21, at Marshall, Tex,, where
to discover Black and
In emergencies, her judgment may le, at 4130 p. m. at the home of ficial entry into San Diego adult show. Eddie King's orchestra pro- Among the distinguished
of
Waters
beauty-wis•
choice
Ethel
were
time
that
White Vanishing Cretans is
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at
scintillating
vided
the
were
the
bride
the bride.
and
both
groom
save a patient's life.
society. Chairman of the Deb
women everywhere! Let it
a make-up base that holds
students of Wiley college.
, The nurse must know emotional The ceremony will be conducted Committee was Octavia Coleman, Walter White was in charge of and Joe Louis.
A highlight of the 20th anniverbeautify year complexion.
make-up on longer and
the floor show while Moses Tillsymptoms, too, for the sick per- by the Rev. W H. Amos, pastor
Mrs. Johnson is a member of the
who was assisted by Fredericka
son's mental attitude can help or of St. John CME. A reception will
Greaseless (can't cause
er's prowess was again noted in sary banquet came with the pres- Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority and
keeps me fresh looking.1
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hand
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hinder medical procedures. The follow the wedding.
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the excellent
is currently
blackheads), checks skin
Mrs.Jaws Breton
June McCann and Altha
public health nurse and the school The bride is a critic teacher at Hubert,
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Children under the age of 12 can save the
money which they generally spend for
theater tickets.

Up until November 1, 1958, labels from
three cans of Carnatoin Evaporated milk,
large or small, will be good for admittance
to the New Daisy or Palace theatres on
Beale Street in Memphis.

•
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CASH'
CITY FINANCE

• -

/1

1

5

,7„ui SALE Co.

4.ave 4 elloted 7:)6(e,

The offer is good for any day of the week,
and on presenting the labels at the box office, the child will be admitted WITHOUT
CHARGE.
This project is being supported by the TriState Defender and Radio Station WLOK.

RATESVILL11
Mrs. (hie Simms visited her It is a safe bet that more people
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Harris in pp Moines, have had a good taste of what
I LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — A total, First place and "A"
Iowa, Mrs. Simms returned home the Chicago Music Association's
award wine 507 4•11 club members, athdt!ners are listed below: Home manSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Harris,,'Soiree Jardin' IA now than really
leaders, and agents attended Gail &gement — Earline
knew what it was about this
Jordan of De•
Rev. O. G. Watkins visited in dine last week.
33rd annual 4-Ff Club Week ant sha county, first
place; Theresa
New Ark Sunday evening.
Leaders conference held recendyl Bailey of Cross county,
Marie John
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Magness Why, more than 350 people inat A. M. & N. college in Pine son of St. Francis
county, and Roand Mrs. Annie Magness of New cluding musicians, artists, patrons
Bluff.
setta Macon of Clark county, "A"
Ark visited here Shnday evening. and friends of music were at the
Mildred P. Scott of Woodruff l awards.
The Bible class met Thursday colorful social event held at the
County was elected president of thel Health
residence of the Leroy Gentry',
individual — Clovesia
evening.
State CH council. She succeeds, Brent of'
Chicot county, first place;
Sunday, August 3, from Ste 9 p, in.
The Missionary Society met FriSterling King of Lee county. Other Team
— Jacquelyn Gnatt and Linday evening at Bethel AME clahrch on the spacious rolling lawn.
- officer• are 7 vice-president, Joseph da
Carol Jones of Miller county.
with president. Mrs. Callie Harp- Held as the music erganization's
j Mouse of Lee county. secretary Sa•• Horticultur
e — Sterling King and
annual social affair at which time
er.
rah Kathryn Johnson of Nevada Joseph
House of Lee county, team.
county; assistant secretary, Betty Forestry
Mrs. Knoxie Branch of Tulsa officers and members of the mu— Edward Briggs of
Dancey of Crittenden county; song Nevada
is the guest of her sister and sic group invite their friends for
county.
leader, Sylvia Wade of Hempstead
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Car- an occasion in the lighter vein,
Agronomy, individual — Walter
Sunday's event was an overwhelmMARKS 38 ANNIVERSARY—
County.
Mile
Torah°,
roll
Rucker.
a
Poro
directoi.
india•apoll
iottege.
s;
Clarke
Landrum of Woodruff county, first;
mascot. Rear: Mary Laudering success and the turn-out was
The Pore Products and ColFollowing the exercises A re•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Sales
and
Ellis, valedictorian; Dr. TarnFour-H Week officially began Raymond Griffin of Phillips coondale, Reatha Hall, Elizabeth
lege last Sunday marked its
children returned to their home tremendous.
ception was held honoring
bo, Mrs. Helen Miller CromMonday night with the 1957-5e state 0,, "A- winner. Team — William
Jackson, Eleanore Love, Del58th year of service to the
For entertainment a program of
in Kansas City.
Mrs. Lena Bryant, "M Is s
er. instrector; Mrs. Sc I in a
- officers in charge of a general Rust and Troy Copeland of Lintibiae Pringle, Catherine Sanpublic at graduation exercisPorn of 1)58." Graduates and
Rev. Albert St. Clair attended unique selection was presented
Johnson, supervisor;
assembly. Method demonstration coin county, first.
Mrs.
ford, Ora Lee Smith, Jennie
es in the beautiful Pore par•
services at Friendship Baptist and the guests applauded each parplatform guests shows are
Bryand, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
and activities were conducted on Entomology — Snowidie Avery of
Matthews, Joetta
Oglesby.
fors. The impressive cc r e'
ticipant with real enthusiasm.
church Sunday.
Mrs. Laura Hughes, principal
Moody, directors; Nellie Colea competitive basis Tuesday and Union county, first; Joe Peyton of
Martha
Lee
Thomas,
Hazel
mossy was highlighted by the
of Porn Beauty and Barber
man, Michel Ana Sanford,
The Usher Board met Sunday
Wednesday.
Hasty.
1Lonoke county, "A" award.
graduation address of Dr.
The Celeste Trio, accompanied
evening.
Speakers on the programs includ- Bread demonstrations, individual,
Rev. R. C. Scribner and wife, by Florence Stith, at the electroned C. A. Vines, associate di- — Claudine Williams of Chicol
rector of the Arkansas Agricul. county, first; Bettye Robinson of
however, we wish for him a her two daughters, Mrs. Seretha attended services at New Ark Sun- ic piano sang beautifully and the
audience demanded an encore.
tural Extension Service, Little Cross county, Marilyn Ware of Lin':
speedy recovery and must assure Stitt and Mrs. Emma A. Johnson day.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sales and The trio is composed of Edna
Rock, E. E. Evans, administrative coin county, Essie Lee Marsh ofi
him that hie dream really became in Chicago, Ill.
sons were dinner guests in the Williams, soprano; Louise Stewart,
dean and registrar; Dr. J. E. Mar. Lonoke county, Bettie Jean Hill of,
a pleasant reality.
Mr. Thomas Jefferson Rogers,
shall, director of freshman studies; Mississippi county. CIare G armon ,......,.,,LoNA
An organization was formed to son of Mr. and Mrs. George Lee home of Mr. and Mrs. Genipher alto, and Velma Dowdell. soprano.
tending.
Dr. Cleo 0. Ilearnton, director of of Nevada county. Ernestine ue
make it an annual &hair, with the Rogers, is home with his parents Watkins last Sunday,
Ella Jenkins, folk singer and TV
"
Mr. Richard Bone is ill at his,
By MATTIE MOORE
Mr. E. Westbrook left Thursday hope that more will plan to attend after spending two years
Student teaching. A. M. & N. col. Green of Desha county, and
personality took over and created
in the home in West Batesville.
lege, and Mrs. Fannie Mae Boone, Juanita Jackson of St, Francis, Mr. Joe James is doing nicely . morning for New York where he and perpetuate the idea. "Hata off U. S. Army.
a real eerie of excitement when
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Petty
after undergoing a recent opera- will attend the Embalmers' Con- to th,s Home Folk for their won- Mr. James
retired Negro home demonstration county, "A'' Awards.
rettumedIshe called for vocal responses
Collins, formerly of to their home
sup
ervisor.lion in a Memphis hospital.
after vacationing in
vention.
awards.
derful response to make our home- this city, now residing in Flint.
to her rhythmic songs and calls.
Des
Moines,
Ia.,
with
Mr.
wonderful
revival
and
was
A
heldl
Sorry
to hear of the passing of coming really a grand "Home- Mich., was the guest in the
Team — Mildred Robinson and
TRACTOR CHAMP
Miss Jenkins, a specialist in
home Mrs. Claud Davidson.
Pearson's'
week
last
at
Rev.
Mr.
B.
A.
Jim
Boyd
who passed away coming!"
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Abram of
' Sam Fitz of Woodruff county won Sherelene Moore of Monroe &AinMr. and Mrs. McBrider of St. drums, rhythms and folk songs
church
t
his
home.
as.
the Sand Creek Community.
the state tractor driving contest ty, first; Bobbie L, Woods and
Lolatives.uis recently visited here with has an uncanny manner of getting
• .ieMrs.
Marion II. Ward and lit- STARKEviLLE
Circle No. 2 met in the home or;
Mrs. Jessie Mae Collier is spend- re
.
with Claude Kennedy of Lee cows- Florence Jones of Crittenden eounpeople to sing along with her and
i
ti
daughter,
Cheryl
Regenia
Ward
By FANNIE MOORE
ty, and Iris Joe James and Ern Sis Lugina Sample.
ing her vacation in St. Louis Mo
ty placing second. The two
this she exhibited to a real adreturned
to
their
home
in
Jackson,
Sunday
Mrs
'
school
Alberta Rogers is visiting visiting her children.
convention!
tractor drivers will receive awards mer King of Lee county, "A"! The
vantage.
; was held at Clavery Baptist Miss , after spending two weeks
of wrist watches. Others receiv- wards
Arthur Hogan. a young tenor
church Aug 6, 7, 8. Rev. J. L SUlk with her Mother, Mrs. Lelye
Mg recognition in the tractor driv. POULTRY HONORS
and member of the Youth division
Crump and family.
_ Will, is pastor.
Mg activity were Walter Marshall
Poultry, individual
of the Association, who was ac•••
•••
of Mississippi county, Willie James Broomfield,
companied by Henry Arnold, sang
jr., of Columbia 7oun-' WATER VALLEY
CORINTH
Moore of St. Francis county, El. ty, first;
"Some Enchanted Evening"frorn
Team — Charles Coates
By JEAN L. PAXTON
Ls Monk of Columbia county, and and
Herman Wilkins of JeffersonFuneral service was held at
South Pacific.
Willie B. Harrison of Crittendon county. and
Miles
Memorial
CME
church for It was a festive occasion when
Harold Wade and
His success was instantaneous 4110
JACKSON
county.
Jones,
pastor.
Sister
Millie
Goliday
Reese
on
July
who
4
and 5, 1355, in Corinth
1 Lee Keaton of Miller country, tied
and the gathering wanted him te
GEORGIA
By
The winner of the dress revue' for first
McVEIGH
Mr.
and
Mrs.
survived
William
is
a
by
daughter,
Arnold
some
of
the
a
Alumni
eon,
of Corinth
place.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sigma sing again.
The Youth Departmert of the and their five children, Robert.
is Thelonia Lee of Jefferson coun- Home improvemen
t—Kallie Mae j a sister, two grand children, High school, were re-united for the
Delta Chi professional journalism Kim On Wong. the guest star
Rock Temple Church of God in Wayne, Mildred, William, jr., and
ty. Thelonia, who will receive a SS() Lockett
of Mississippi county, first; ' eight great grand children, four first time in over 15 years. "Should
fraternity Monday placed a plaque and dancer of national renown
Christ, held their annual Youth Day Peggy Ann al: of Milwaukee Wis.,
bond, modeled a full-skirted, cotton Alice Bogard
of Lonoke coUntry, great-great grandchilden. She wag Old Acquaintance Be Forgot, and
in honor of Publisher John Peter was a real stand-out in his
skillsatin print. ''A" award winners in. "A" award.
' 110-years-old and a member of Never Brought to Mind" was in Program last Sunday at 11 o'clock, spent the week here with their Zenger in the
sidewalk in front ful, yet beautiful fire dance.
the dress revue are:
1 Food preparation, individual _ Oakgrove CME church. Eulogy by the heart of Messrs Preston Van- Eldwe Pondexter, pastor, present- mother, Mrs. Vernell Shaw and of the old sub-treasry building in
Nimble in body movement and
fleet dress — N orma PhilIips of Betty
ing a special sermon to the youth.' family and other relatives and
Jane Roys•on of Nevada the pastor, Rev C. D. Wilkins. derford and Canton Bowdy, Alum'
the heart of the Nall Street area. fabulously costumed this dancer
..
Miss Shirley Ann Black was inj friends.
Monroe county, Restee Begs of Lin- county.
first; Anna Snowden of This writer attended eervice at, ni of 1938 when they °imitated the
The
plaque
marked the 223rd provided a touching dramatic clicharge. At 3 p. m. another inter-; Miss Hermontz
coin county, Esma Davis of Chi- Hempstead
Fournier of De- , anniversary of the acquittal of max to a program
county and Hazel Mt. Vernon CME church at Ab- idea of this reunion.
which was the
Cot county, Lucille Harris of Ash- Haynes of Jefferson
Highlights of the first day was eating program was rendered along troit, Mich., is spending several Zenger in
county. "A,, beville recently. The Rev. Louis
1735
of
charges that he answer to the party's desire.
ley county, Dorothy Fears of Phil- awards. Team
a banquet on Friday night, July with one of the most outstanding days here with her grandmother, had libeled a
— Eleanor Bilbey Kimmon, P. C.
British
INTRODUC
colonial
govE GUESTS
lips county, Gennie Mae Jones of
WAter Waters of Oxford visited 4, in the beautiful dining room of speakers, Mrs. Daisy A. Shaw Mrs. Bell Parham and family.
and Armando Singleton of Criternor. His trial was regarded as During
was guest speaker to the The Young Matrons
Cross county.
the program Introduetenden county, first; Charlotte and. his mother and sister, Mrs. Lillie the new high school for which Mr.
of the a key victory in the struggle
outstanding
en
woman
for
!, School dress — Mary E. Hill Catherine
was mis- First Baptist church gave an
tions were made of a number of
Boivdry
was
Art freedom of the press.
Nails of Columbia coun-, Hawkins over the week end after Carlton
princitress of ceremonies.
eif Mississippi county, Fatima ty, and Marie Goodwin
the distinguished musicians includCraft Tea Sunday afternoon on the Buten
and Thel-I being dismissed from the railroad! pal speaker. Other interesting re- The New Hurt's
E.
Jack,
Manhattan
BorChapel
),foore of Monroe county, Gloria ma .lones
C.
ing Mrs. Carrie Booker NeeleY
M.; American Legion lawn. Hours Smarks were given by Ms. Emma
of Lee county, ,.A,. hospital in Chicago.
•
ough president, noted during the
Jean Hare of Cross county, Earth' awards.
supervisor of music, Tulsa, Okla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Austin are Elzy, Rev. J. Y. Trice, pastor of E. church held its dedicatory Pro., 5:30. Mrs. Margaret Savage, presiceremony that it was on the steps Mrs.
gram
last
Sunday.
Bishop
Humble of Pulaski county, Gloria
R.'
Nell Hunter, former concert
dent, Rev. W. G. Terry, pastor.
City Road C. M. E. church, and
Safety — Mozella 0. Murphy, visiting in Chicego
of the sub-treasury building that singer;
Anderson of Chot county, Hattie Phillips county,
The Water Valley district con- Prof. C. E. Bishop, who read Julian Smith of Chicago, deliver-1 The house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmur A. Simpson, well
first.
"outraged citizens awaited the out- known
dedication
the
ed
sermon
Mae Walls of Jefferson county.
during
ference
come
be
will
Luter
choral director; Irving
held
on Liberty at., this
at the Bethle- from his files the original proElectricity, individual — Milcome of the trial and cheered
the regular morning service at 11, city, are their sister
i Work or play garment — Ruby dred
hem
CME
Bunton,
church
director of music at Eng..
Aug.
Rev.
20
gram far the graduating class
end husband, Peter
Scott of Woodruff cotuityJ
Zenger
as
he came out of lewood High
a.m. Dinner was served at 2 p.m.j with their niece and grand
cornelions of Woodruff county, Ear. first. Team
school; Mrs. Mattie
chil- the court."
— Archie Nimmer J. H. Ford, host pastor. Rev. G.
and a dedication program was dren, Mr. and Mrs. B.
lene Clark of Lafayette county, and Thomas
Booker Pearry, former instructor
Archibal, Dr.
te reminiscing a bit, out-ofofAfter
Carlyle of Chicot D. Reddick is presiding elder.
Richard
B.
rendered
Morris,
at 3 p.m. The first event Vickie. Rena and Don't all of Al.
professor of music at Southern
•••
Earnestine Roland of Ashley coun• county,
town guests including Mrs. M. L.
university;
first.
of history at Columbia university,
of the day was Sunday school e l ton, Ill.; Carroll and
ty, Rosie Mae Smith of Cross counMrs. Huel B. Gwin, soprano soloJoe Louis
Mosley and daughters; J. Laver"
Seed identification—James Hud. ABERDEEN
delivered
the
10
main
a.m.
Rev.
The
address,
P.
E.
subty, Laverne Franklin of Pulaski
Womack!
of Pittsburgh, Pa., a brother - inBy HENRY E. CRUMP
ist and John Webb, president of
Moseley Paxton and Elmore D.
speth of Cross county, first.
County and Ada F. McKissick Of
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church Moseley Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Aster La pastor of the new church. Bro- law, Ed Archibal of Chicago and stituting for Dr. Allan Nevins, for- the Dett Music club, along with a
Land judging — W. C. Driver
ther
F.
mer
Wewitt
L.
Jackson
Clinton
professor
is
secretary
of
St. Francis county.
closed revival meeting Aug. 1, Johnson, Mr and Mrs. Moby
niece, Miss Bettie of Paducah,
number of the club's members.
of Jefferson county, first.
history at Columbia, who was unand brother J. K. Atwater is Ky.
with six new members added to
Among other introductions were
Mr. and Mrs. Carltor Bow
the church and 22 candidates for dry and others were pesented. A chairman of the board. The fin- The Women's Day was observed able to attend.
those of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
ance committee includes Bro. W. at Cool Springs
haptiaing. Rev. Bird was the delicious menu was served
Baptist
church at
Wildman, Dean of the Sherwood
by the E. Warlick and brother F.
T. Henderson, Tenn. Dinner was serv. numbers,insolos
speaker for the week.
olosand oth r carint School of Music; Mrs. Lida TavEntertaining Committee of which Jeans. The church
is located four ed at the church, because they had ing.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Stovall Mrs. Henry
games
and
craft,
ernier, Mrs. Mildred Tucker, AlonV. Vanderford Wil- miles east of Jackson, near
Jor- all day services. All present en-. Booker, pastor. Missionary
left Thursday for Chicago for a liams was chairman.
Rosa zo Murden, well-known harpist;
Mrs. Ernes- dan Grove.
whim will be long' Whitfield, sponsor.
two month stay.
joyed
a
day
Mrs. Hattie M. Winfield, mezzo sotine
Shannon served as mistress
AIKEN
Mrs. Devernice Bryant of this remembered. They
Mrs. Mamie Lundy is in charge The ladies aid met Aug. 3 in the
•• •
raised quite a
prano of Champaign, Ill., and Wal, The fifth season of Schofield Day! of the intermediat
of ceremony of this affair.
city has recently returned home sum of money.
e unit. She is home of Mrs. Zypporah Pruitt
Rev. Mrs. Addie
ter Henri Dyett, director of band
Cemp of the Savannah River Girll assisted by Mrs.
On the following day, July 5, a from an extensive trip of
Ruby Goldstior- with a large group of ladies at
three Rice, chairman, Rev. W. H. John- WAVERLY
motorcade went to Shiloh National weeks vacation visiting
Scout Council opened Monday, July ough Mrs.
and orchestra at DuSable High
By ALVIN GROLSTON
Evelyn Kelly and Miss
relatives son, pastor.
gg, on Edgefield Highway.
Park for a picnic which was like in Chicago, Kansas
school. Mrs. Lucille W. Price, Jack
Yvonne Davis.
hgh
A
was
day
spent
last
SunCity
and
Los
The
Youth
Pleasant
of
Plain
ball chrysanthemums, Shasta dai- one big happy family; with plenty Angeles,
• A new camp shelter has been' Mrs.
Calif. While there she Baptist church rendered a wonder- day by the women at Salters Chap- son, Miss., and guest of the GenC. B. Smith Is in charge sies,
white gladioli, southern smi- of eats and fun for all. Baseball three
erected and a well and pump in. of the Senior
weeks. While there she saw ful program at the church at 7:30 el AME church where Rev G. H. try' and member of the Harmonia
Unit, assisted by Mrs. lax and
palms, and two candelab- games compesed of both male saw many beautiful
Stalled to provide water for some Florine
scenes along p. m. The program consisted of Brown is pastor. They raised Music club was presented.
Marshall and Mrs. Hattie
ra holding lighted tapers. Gersh- 1 and female teams added to the with
70 Girl Scouts. Senior Scouts and
Disney Land, U. C. L. A., al- singing, readings and interesting $150 50. Everyone enjoyed the The gathering gave exceptional
0. Abne.
win Concerto in F Minor was play- fun and climaxed the day.
Brownies from Schofield area
so the Los Angeles Dodgers. She remarks. Mr. Willie
applause for each of these persons
Moton, "non- services,
Mrs. A. G Nivens and Miss Ma- ed softly during the rites.
troops.
The group Was somewhat dismal report" quite a pleasant
Mr. Oliver Marable of this city and the general feeling in
trip. son, Rev. Willie B. Glass is pasrie Brown is site dircetor and
The
bride
marriage
given
when
in
notified
by'
of
Vanderford'
Mr.
s
Mt. Zion Baptist church ob- tor.
The program lncludee camp-crift site
was rushed to the VA hospital the air was that here was a
chairman.
her god.faiher. Lonnie Thompson, illness and his inability to attend;
nature study, hiking, outdoor cookserved its annual Women's Dar
The Allen Avenue Church of God In Nashville, Sunday, July 27. Mrs. group of people who were glad le
Miss Marion Delia Mason.(laugh" Wore a gown Of hand clipped ChanProgram last Sunday at 3 o'clock. in Christ rendered
ing, singing, ames and craft. ter of
a reliious pro- Mary Francis Marable, Mrs. Ma- be among those present.
Mrs. Irving Williams of Aik- tiily lace and tulle, deairmed with
carnations showered with aleph'. The principle speaker was Mrs. gram last
Bow units have been planned for en and
Sunday at 3 o'clock. The rie Vaughn', Miss Maggie Vaughs MRS. BETTY KING IN
George Mason of Union- a scalloped neckline, outlined with
noble and baby breath. Her jew- Pricilla Howard, instructor at special program
the campers according to age.
featured Mis- and Mr. Roy Gardner accom- NEW POSITION
dale, N. Y., became the bride of seed pearls. Long fitted sleeves,
elry consisted of a single strand of Lane College. Her theme: "Chris- sionary Annie
Brownie unit leader is Mrs. Lucy Mr.
B. Patton of Mem- ted by many relatives and friends. Betty Lou King, one of our most
and Avery Fields of Columbia,' ending in calla lily points over
pearls with earrings to match.
tian Women Working Together to phis. Tenn.,
Pohlman She will he assisted by
guest speaker and on the sick list but is doing nicely. outstanding musical personalities
S. C., Son of Mrs. Henry Dance the hands, a fitted bodice with
Mrs. Lonnie Thompson of Aiken Promote Christianity." Mrs. B. Elder Church, second
Mrs. Sarah Brown and Mira ta- and David
Mrs Gloria D. Watson, daugh- took over her duties as director
guestFields of Washington, bouffant bellshaped skirt over tiers
Lucas. secretary, Rev. T. P. speaker, also inspirationa
matron
was
ils
of
honor.
wore
She
an
D. C., in ceremonies at the bride's of ruffles of net and taffeta, coml musical ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gardner of music at the Congregational
azure blue lace dress over taffeta
J Miss Marie Brown is leader for home
is residing in Nashville, Term., church of Park Manor, at '7000 S.
here recently.
pleted the bridal gown.
with accessories to match and a
tmit 2 Her aceistrnta are Miss The
double ring ceremony was
with her husband and son. Mr. Park ave., Sunday, August 2, at
Her fingertip veil of imported corsage of white carnations.
Josie Bell Dingle and Mist, Julia performed
by the Rev. S. A. bridal illusion fell from a Queen
Watson is employed there.
the morning service.
Carroll. This group will he com- Brown,
The groom chose as his best
pastor of Cumberland A. Anne cap of Alencon lace embroidMrs. King, a Chicago born mupose of older Brownies and young- M. E.
man, James King, Jr., of Columchurch before an impro. ered with pearls and sequins. She
sician goes to this position with
er intermediates.
PICKENS
vised altar decorated with snow- carried a nosegay of Frenched bia.
a distinguished background includMrs. Williams chose for her
By GRACE R. STIGLER
daughter's wedding, a mauve
The Cypress Grove singers rend- ing composing, conducting and
crepe and lace dress with matchered a wonderful program at performing musk as a soloist,
ing accessories and a corsage of
Fairview MB chuch Sunday, spoil. with others.
The young woman received he?
while carnations. Mrs. Thomas
owed by the church.
Palmer, aunt of thegroom. wore
Mrs. Mary and Paella Red, A. B. degree in piano from Roosean empire fitted dress of light
velt
university, and was awarded
Tommie Sanders and Goodman
blue eyelets, with accessories to
motored to Pickens to spend the a Master of Music degree from
match and a corsage of Trenched
day with Mrs. Maggie Griffin the same institution In composicarnations.
and your reporter, Mrs. Grace tion.
The bride's table covered in old
Byrd Stigler.
damask, was centered with twoMrs. Violet Williams of Richtiered wedding cake, flanked by
mond, Va., is making her home in
two candelabra with lighted tapers,
our city with her slater and
and arrangements of Shasta daibrother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
sies, snapdragons and ferns.
Will Simmons.
• ••
A formal reception is planned
LAUREL
for a later date.
By W. L. C. SIMEB
HOLLY SPRINGS
For her wedding trip, the bride
The High school department of
wore a navy blue shantung sheath
Robert L. Hearn, president of
Rosenwald is being held at M. I. the Loire], Miss. Youth
trimmed in white lace and rhineCouncil of
college since the school burned the NAACP made his
stones with matching accessories.
report as a
down.
Her corsege was a ruby throated
delegate to the 40th Annual Session
All pulpits were filled Sunday. of the National
orchid.
Convention held in
Rev. Annatrong at Anderson Chap- Cleveland,
Out of town guests Included Mr.
Ohio, July 6-13.
el; Rev. Rucker at Asbury; Rev.
and Mrs. John H. MeCray, and
Robert made a very concise and
McCellem at Providence, Rev. Blu. accurate
son; Mn, and Mrs. Richard Butreport of ad activities.
It of Hopewell.
ler and son; Mr. and Mrs. James
Beginning with Tuesday Plenary
The county teacher. met Satur- session and
King, Jr.: Mrs, William Harper;
closing with Sunday,
day.
James H. Fields, jr., Sylvester
July 13th big mass meeting which
Summer
school
will
close
Glover and Miss Biondell Singleat M. closed the largest Meeting
ever
I. and Rust colleges Saturday.
ton, all of Columbia; Miss Gloria
held in a blaze of gloroy.
The
sick
includes
Mrs.
Mouton
Reid, This was a big
and
MAJ. SIDNEY DAVIS (Held)
Miss
Amanda
NORTH CAROLINA COVERMoran,
raga Defender, a Certlficet•
with
Hedges
experience
as
wafter's
for
hand
of
IeS11. Also in the photo (left
Mrs. Ludella Phillips anl Mrs. Wil- any
of Charleston, and Miss Blanca
of the Lnited States Army ReNOR Luther Hodges, right,
youth who took an active part
brings in food is J. J. Henof Recognition for outstanding
to right) Sgt. Percy Turnety
liamson,
Rodriquez
cruiting Service Is shown pre.
and
Ml'.
among
was
In
dignitaries
all
Joan
the various ramifications of
greet.
Iftlehall
derson, toastmaster of joint
"'tyke rendered by the De.
end Sgt. 1.0 Lafayette liarScout Troop 58 returned from this
Of Ecuador, S. A.
smiting William Sutton. pro
representative*
lag
from
great convention.
banquet session for National
fender limn operation with the
jr., both of the United
Bummer camp Saturday.
Upon
their
return
1110HOUS director of the
conventions
from
the
three
wedmeeting
Robert
at
was a member of the NaRankers Association, National
Issued States Army Recruit
States Recruiting Division.
President E. E. Rankin
ding trip, the couple will make
and tional Youth Work Committee
North
Carolina
College,
Business Leagne, and Nation ing Service during the year
and
Mr.
J.
F.
Brittenum
their home in Columbia.
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MONTREAL--(UPI) — General
Manager Joe Ryan of the Miami
ARROWHEAD SPRINGS. Calif.
Marlins
said Tuesday night that
— (UPI) — If Roy Harris has
fabulous Negro pitcher Leroy SatNEW YORK — (UPI) — Sports any fight plan for h i s Aug. 18
Paige
has left the club -and
chel
sorts:
if aU
challenge against
heavyweight
is off the payroll" but has not
Middleweight champ Ray Rob- champion Floyd Patterson he's
been granted his unconditional reinson is beginning to talk up a keeping it a secret.
lease.
fight with light heavy king Archie The taciturn Texan, apparently
The United Press International
Moore ... Archie has been after confident of wrestling the title
learned that the 52-year-old pitchSugar Ray right along so maybe from Patterson is "just going in
er, generally considered one of
the two gaffers will get together there and fight."
the great pitchers in baseball hisafter all.
"I don't have any plans at all."
•••
tory despite the fact that he didn't
he said. "You just have to wait
reach the majors until he was 42
The National Amateur Athletic and see what the other fellow
years-old, had jumped the club.
Union is considering a deal with does."
lie checked out of the alarlins'
a breakfast food company to tele- The 25-year-old challenger who
Mt. Royal hotel suite Tuesday night
vise 10 major track and field meets appears to be a deep thinker if
and his whereabouts apparent!)
text winter . . . It's part of a not a fast talker, sat m the plush
were unknown to Marlin officials.
push to develop keener interest in lobby of the Arrowhead Springs
Ryan made it clear that Paige's
track for future showdowns against hotel in the picturesque Sao Berfabulous career would be over althe Russians as well as future nardino mountains as he carefulthough
the Miami general !flattOlympics.
ly chose each word.
erer said, "It's possible we'll get
•••
Gawking lobby- loungers did
this smoothed over."
An invention that lifted harness double-takes as they spotted his
Ryan said Paige "has departed
racing in America from the coun- black cowboy boots encasing
from the team; he is off the
try fair class to a multi-million- bare legs. He wore royal blue
payroll at the present moment but
dollar business is heading for trot- walking shorts and a white T-shirt
he has not been released. His conhag's hall of fame at Goshen, N. with the boots.
tract is still the property of the
. . It's the original motorized
I don't know anything about how
club."
Miami
starting gate devised by starter Patterson fight," he said. "I've
Paige had a 9-7 record with the
Steve Phillips at Roosevelt Race never Seen any movies of his
Marling this year and on July
Way in 1048 ... The original gate, fights. I'm just going in there and
27 pitched a seven-hit, 3.0 shutout
with fold-away arms mounted on fight."
against Toronto. In his only other
a Ford chassis, was the first sucThe Cut and Shoot schoolappearance since then, he startcessful gimmick eliminating those teacher conceded, however, he
ed and lost to Rochester on Aug.
dreary, time-consuming f alse might be learning something about
3.
starts that kept the harness sport the champion's style from one of
Paige, believed to have been
from achieving wide appeal with his sparring partners, Howie TurROY HARRIS tapes hand as
his
Aug.
Itt
(Monday
night)
born in Mobile, Ala., on July 7,
the betting public.
ner, a 210-pounder.
trainer Don McMahon looks
rendezvous with Floyd Patter190C,
built a spectacular reputaTurner has boxed more than 200
pensive while Cut and Shoot,
son for heavyweight title in
tion as a greaa pitcher in Negro
rounds with Patterson — before Texas, fighter gets ready for
Los Angeles.
leagues and in frequent exhibition
and after he became champion—
BASEBALL TABLEAUX — At
Briggs (left) who overthrew to
Watching It is Cubs' Tony Tayappearances
against
major
and it seems slightly possible that
Dale Long at first in sixth in.
Chicago Los Angeles Dodger
lor (upper center) and Umpire
league stars. He is reputed to have
the spar - mate might be giving
Gilliam
Wrigley
beats
out
Gilliam
ning
to
Jim
bunt
at
Field
Frank Secory — UPI Telephot&
struck out Rogers Pornsby five
Harris a few hius — although no
went to second on play.
Chicago Cubs pitcher John
photo.
times in one game and has said
one would admit it.
his principal regret is that he nev
Harris took a day off, doing
er faced Babe Ruth.
only a little roadwork on orders
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Roy of Trainer Bill Gore.
Paige got his hetet( d opportuniTWO BY HECK — Chicago
ty in the majors after Jaekie Rob
Campanella began a new carrer as "I don't have anything
White Sox shortstop Luis Apar.
to say
inson
broke
the
Sportscaster Aug. 11.
unwritten
color
about when I hot," Harris adNO goes into second base and
line
of
the
game
in
1947.
The hospitalized former Dodger mitted. "I just do what Bill tells
is put out by Kansas City A's
OCEANSIDE, Calif. — (UPI) A crowd of 400 saw Patterson
A
rat.
later,
Bill
Veeck,
then
catcher served as host on a five- me..'
Hector Lopez in Sox-A's game
— Heavyweight champion Floyd box three rounds and two with
Minute sport, show aired by radio
He's probably got the right idea Patterson And talkative Cus D' Obie (Dusty) Rhodes. Against president of the Cleveland Indiat Kansas City. —UPI Telestation WINS from 6 to 8:05 p, m. because Gore is trainer of light- Amato let it be known that the Rhodes, Patterson worked on de- ans, brought the 42-year-old Paige
photo.
.
(EDT) five days a week.
weight champion Joe Brown and champ will go "all out" from now fense for the first round and then Into the majors.
Although Veeck's motives were
The show called "Campy's Cor- is rated one of the cagiest men until he winds up drills for his opened up with a solid attack that
widely misunderstood as a publiner,' will be recorded from his in the business.
Aug. 18 meeting with Roy Harris. had his man on the ropes.
city stunt, Paige proved his greatPatterson boxed five fast rounds
bed in Bellevue Medical Center's Gore is bringing the lean chalPatterson has
had
a few ness even at
that advanced baseRehabilitation quarters. Camps- lenger along slowly to have him with two sparring mates, and strenuous sessions thus far, alball age by compiling a 8-1 recnella's first guests on Monday's at his strongest for the 15-round D'Amato insisted there would be no though he was "floored" by sparrelaxing of the temp until the end ring mate Jose Torres in one much ord and helping to pitch the Ininitial program were baseball Com- title fight.
PRINCESS ANNE, Md. — "No
diens to the American League
Harris has never gone 15 rounds of camp preparations.
publicized workout.
missioner Ford Frick, Yankee
one is permitted to live in the past,
championship.
He
appeared
also
but
he went 12 in winning the
catcher Yogi Berra and Sportsit's what you can deliver today
briefly in the World Series in
Texas heavyweight title from
that counts." Vernon "Skip" Mccaster Mel Allen.
which the Indians beat the Boston
Buddy 'Turman.
Cain was speaking and with those
Braves.
The challenger who according to
words he was brushing off some
Paige lasted in the American
his handlers has a terrific left
allusions to his almost unbelievLeague until the end of the 1953
tab, got Some tips on punching
able ten year string of highly sucseason. His overall big league
from the old welterweight chamcessful football seasons as head
record showed 28 victories and 31
pion Jimmy McLarnin.
coach at Maryland State college.
defeats.
McLarning spent an hour - long
1958 PICTURE CLOUDY
"skull session" with Harris deLosing ten players front last
monstrating the left hook that kayMIAMI — (UPI) — Pitchin', "The trouble is some of my
years' varsity presages trouble
AGUA CALIENTE, Mexico — oed such good ones as Tony Can- fishin', or talkin', Leroy (Satchel) pitches were
ahead
for the perennial toughies
never seen by this
(UPI) — A horseplayer who pur- zoneri, Barney Ross and Young Paige is a hard man to pin down. generation
when the head of the club hits a of the C. I. A. A. The record
until I came along."
Corbett
.
Ill.
chased a t2 ticket walked off
smooth bell it takes off with prac- compiled by "Skip" McCain is
The hurling of baseball's showSatchel thinks he is good for
With a $33,845.80 payoff in the This may turn out to be the man phenom already is a legend. another
tically no spin. As it travels evidence enough that the erstwhile
10 to 12 years of pitching.
Ague Caliente 5.10 handicapping Texan's secret weapon if he is Past 40 when he broke into ma- "But I gotta have
through the air, it causes air-ed- mathematics professor should newthat warm
thinking along these lines.
contest.
dies to swirl behind It — eddies er be taken lightly.
jor league baseball, Paige work- weather," he specified. "T h a t
Harris is able to consider the
The unidentified player picked
that have suction-like qualities.
ed more than five years for Bill cold's the only reason I didn't
But the age of miracles is past,
title fight with calm humor.
five of a possible six winners.
JACK
By
The
CUDDY
standing,"
suction becomes so strong it and the Hawks, 1958 edition, minus
asserted
the expert.
Veeck's Cleveland Indians and take any of those major league
He was asked if the expected
Also Jacques Wachs, 24, born in
NEW
(UPI)
YORK
you've
checks
—
"If
A
—
rejust
the
teed
off,
bell's
that
gogolf
forward motion John Sample, Stan Jones, Andy
offers the last couple years."
St. Louis Browns. He still is
Paris, France, scored his first crowd of 35,000 at Wrigley Field ing strong 10 years later for the
Paige fancies himself a batting porter asked the man, "why do ball is one of the most beautiful and causes it to drop to t h e Dement, Vernon Vaughn and silt
victory at a recognized race in Los Angeles would bother him. Miami Marlins in the Internation- threat. Confront him with the
golf
halls
such
have
pimply
ground.
sights
surworld
in
the
—
going
if
its
other stalwarts could find themreccourse aboard Khalida, a horse "As long as they're not in the al League.
In sharp contrasts, a dimpled selves heading tot a sub-par
as far as you want it and where
ord — one hit in 40 tries last faces?"
searing, they won't bothcr me," he
owned by Rev Ellsworth
Sachet's "fishin'" is a legend season and none fc,r 17 by mid. The man — representing an out- you want it. And it couldn't do that ball get.s much greater distance son.
said. ,
because its surface takes spin
too. That's generally where he is scoffs: "Somebody's lousing Up standing goods manufacturer — without its dimples."
The Hawk squad apparently wilt
from the clubhead; and that spin be built
How come?
when Marlin officials or news- mah batting average. Pin a drew back as if insulted and rearound Roger "Rajah'
plied hotly: "they're not pimples; Our enthusiast explained th at tends to break up the negative Brown, Frank
clutch hitter."
men go looking for him.
Robinson, Quincy
they're
dimples!"
experiments
suction
of
in
the
aerodynamics
air eddies and lets Cooper and Willie Wyatt.
Paige has an answer for any
When anyone appears to doubt
had
He
the
been
flight
proved
the
continue.
that
has
bragging
pellet
if
dimthat his
a tale of his latest catch, Paige thing, including a suggestion that
But McCain insists that every
ushers the listener ever to his "My mother always taught me outfit, A. G. Spaulding and Bros., ples it will also hey. distance, If the dimpled pattern were not position is open, which could la•
regular all over the ball, it might another
car, lifts the trunk lid and dis- never to tell a lie," he says — just turned out its 250.000,00e Iin) when properly struck.
way of saying he sees
He continued, "tents at o u r deviate the flight—as was the case no
plays a good-sized fish in a spe- (Long pause) — "Unless you'd golf ball. Theta why the tactless
standout performer. Those close
cial ire box he had built for the rehearsed it with yourself first reporter rated him an authority plant in Chicopee, Mass., showed back in the 1890's when golfers— to the wily mentor are saying
car. There are some teammates She said if it don't sound good capable of answering the pimply that when a dimpled ball is hit by using a solid gutta percha ball with however, that McCain has
seen
a mechanical driver it will fly a smooth surface—discovered it this
who say the fish is almost as to you. then you couldn't expect question.
year coming and that he Is not
"A pretty girl is like a golf straight as an arrow for 230 yrds. would travel further if nicked.
anybody else tc believe it..
old as the big-footed pitcher.
totally
unprepared.
ball," said the propagandist. "She But a smooth-surfaced ball will
At first they merely nicked it
But it is at "talkin'" that the
HAWK AIDES
too has dimples."
with their clubs, gaining distance
conk out at 35 yards."
self • made philosopher really
In
Earl
Banks and "Nay" Tay"Nertz! I'll take the pretty girl
What did he Mean by "conk but deviation. Then they began
shines. He had thrown more
lor the shore college possesseS
any time," wise-cracked the out"?
making more regular nicks by
curves from the locker room on
two
of
the
finest young coaches
journalist.
hand, and later by molds. Those
HAS NO SPIN
the subject of his age than he
MUST HAVE DIMPLES
He meant that the pellet would nicks became dimples In the early In the business. As In the past
ever has from the mound.
"That depends on where you're drop to the ground. It seems that 1900's—and the dimples became they will select from the frosh talAt the start of the season, Satchpatterned as the balls improved ent, likely replacements, an it
el again told folks he is 49.
their thoroughness In the
In composition,
Pinned down, he grinned: "If
past
About how many Americans are should give no cause for comyou is going to force me into a
fort
to
belting
the dimpled beauties toMaryland state opponents
little research work. Ah'll study
this fall. The Hawk has been acday?
it. Maybe ah'd better move my
customed
"More
than
to flying high. It will
5,000,000,"
age up a little bit this year."
said the
representative.
He
Later, Paige says, "I was born
concluded, be roll call time soon (Sept. 1)
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI) —
"without the dimples, I doubt that With ten of the best gone can
Sept. 21, 1908, in Mobile, Ala., and
A group of Texas sportsmen have
more than 250,000 would have the "Skip" perch on top of the heap
ah's got records to prove it."
patience to play thls very humb- again or is the law of averages
A magazine looked up the Mo- wagered a half a million dollars
ling game."
bile records in 1953. All It could on their conviction that Roy liarabout to take over
find was a birth certificate for a ris of Cut and Shoot, Texas, will
"Leroy Page," dated July 7, defeat heavyweight boxing cham1906. The magazine said Pate's pion Floyd Patterson,
father changed the spelling to Promoter Bill Rosensohn
says
"Paige" a year later.
Wilbur Clark—owner of the Las
The Marlins staff
reported Vegas Desert Inn—was asked
to
Paige is as fit as a rookie. His hold the purse for
the Patterson.
face still shows no age wrinkles, Harris fight slated
Aug. 18 in Lot
he has a fine crop of non-grayed Angeles. Patterson
has been rated
hair and his own teeth "plus a a 5-1 favorite
for the bout.
few that belong to acanebody else." Rosesohn
explained anyone willWhether 50, 52 or more — Paige
ing t) take up the anonymous
himself probably has forgotten —
Texans on their bet will have to
it has made little difference to
batters who face his "mound put up two and one-half million
dollara on Patterson to meet the
psychlatree."
"I put that rosin on my britch- prevailing odds favoring the
champ.
es," said the venerable Satch.
slap my thigh End those batters'
legs begin to wobble. They figure
my pitch is going to do the loop
deloop. When, it comes swishing
down the middle, straight and
fast, they're too surprised to
MEXICO CITY, Mex. — (UPI)
swing and the umpire yells
MAN GOING DOWN — Wayne
night Referee Bernie Weiss- (
rtoyn GOES UP — At to admits
Pleased with 'strike'."
— Willie Morton, 143 1-4, San Jose, ON HIS WAY — Sonny Liston
rage in bout at Chicago Sta.
Babes of New York lilts
man stopped bout after Lminmanner Floyd has sharpened
Oceanside, Calif., training
When accused of throwing a Calif., scored an easy 10-round
Philadelphia (rear) sends
of
dlum
Sonny
in
was
which
decanvas
early
first
in
round
%lie 9-seconds of first round.
of
Up for Aug. 18 title clash at
camp heavyweight champion
spitball or using some other trick. decision over Alvaro Gutierrez, Wayne Bethes of New York
1.
after
clared
winner
TKO
heavyweight
bout
Chicago
at
awarding
decision on TKO to 1
rope
Los Angeles with Texan Roy
Floyd Patterson jumps
Paige retorts, "I've never thrown led, Mexico City, Sunday night be- reeling after first
round bar.
miaute 9-seconds of round.
' Stadium with Sonny Liston of
Liston. Rout Wall scheduled 1:
41
Harris. UPI Telephoto.
while his manager Cut D'Amaan 'illegal pitch.' _
fore 8,000 fans at Arena Mexico.
UPI Telephoto.
.
Philadelphia last Wednesday
rounder. — UPI Telephoto.

Campanella Gets
* Own RadioShow

Texas Betting
Half Million $
On Roy Harris
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Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

Stork Stops

One can always talk about the accompanied by Mrs. Pauline
weather for it is always with you. Landis Robinson who lives in
We are in the midst of the sum- Metropolis, Ill. Mr. Garfield Gooch,
mer heat and it is really mak- formerly of Trenton, brought a
ing itself felt. It should also re- band from Saginaw, Mich., to play
POT LUCK
room sauce, this dish will add de- mind us that ole man Winter is for a dance at Hops' place reCAULIFLOWER CASSEROLE
lightful variety to your vegetable not too far away and that some cently. Mr. Gooch was a vocalist
Cauliflower may become your menus.
preparations should be in the mak- for the band.
family's favorite vegetable when CAULIFLOWER AU GRATIN
ing for it.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke T. Casey of
served in a flavorful sauce with WITH MUSHROO
Last week en route from Mem- South Bend and sister, Mrs. BesMS
Mrs. Ira Jordan and Mrs. Mattis,
cheese and mushrooms. This recipe
phis where they had attended the sie Mae Stearling were recent
1 email head cauliflower
turns cauliflower into a delicious
funeral services of the late Dr. guests of their mother, Mrs. Fre- Nixon, sisters of Mrs. Honey
mushrooms, sliced
pound
DORN AT JOHN GASTON HOSP. A son, Claude Henry, jr., to Mr. Driver.
casserole, excellent served as eithJ. E. Walker, Dr. and Mrs. E. . donia Williams. Mrs. Sallie Mae Burks, and two grandchildren of
cup butter
Aug. 2, 1958
er a side or main dish. It's ideal
and Mrs. Claude H. Hinds of 373 A son, James, to Mr. and
Dixon, Mr. Daniel Duryea and Carr, who went to Chicago for Mrs. Nixon, Sandra and Gail Ed1 medium onions, cut in rings
Mrs.
A son, Arlandis, to Mr. and Mrs. Hernando.
Miss Imogene Hopson along with an extended visit with an invalid monds, left last week after a two
James H. Johnson of 834 Suzette. for carrying to a pot luck sup- IA cup flour
Robert L. Pruitt of 1930 Getwell. A son, Clyde Mack, to Mr. and
Miss Cora Lawrence stopped brief- sister some time ago has returned weeks visit with relatives in and
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and per too, because the rich sauce 1 teaspoon salt
out of Ripley. Early last week MelA daughter, Cheryl Yvonne, to Mrs. Mack Harris, of 1392 James. Mrs. Willie L. Preston
ly with Mrs. needle Penn and home.
of 969 Dela- keeps the vegetable moist and easy 1 teaspoon dry mustard
vin Burks of Chicago, son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Henderto reheat. Unusual as it is for a
A daughter, Patsy, to Mr. and ware.
were served iced refreshments becups milk
Mrs. Ilortense Gentry, who has Burks, came
2
home to visit his
son of 832 No. Main.
Mrs, Fred Storgy of 2367 Kimball.
casserole's main ingredient to be /
Aug. ft, 1958
1
2cup shredded American ched- fore the journey ahead to Indianap- spent the summer at a resort in mother.
A son, George Madison, III, to
A daughter, Linday Gayle, to
olis, Ind. Mrs. Penn is the mother Michigan, has returned home. Mr.
A son, Gregory, to Mr, and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Dillard Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Young Major Jackson of
Mr. and Mrs. George Halliburtof Miss Lawrence, Dr. Dixon is and Mrs. Fred McCleary of Chi709 Georgia.
of 3383 Cook rd.
of 1349 Gill.
the Excutive Secretary of the Na- cago are visiting their mother on were home recently as guests
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs
A son, Myron Ray, to Mr. and
A daughter, Jetiifer, to Mr. and Howard D. Archie of
tional Christian Missionary con, and brother Mrs. Annie Lee Mc- of Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Belli1081 Dela
Mrs. Leroy Batts of 3005 Forrest. Mrs. Ellie P. Williams of 1426 ware.
vention of Disciples of Christ, Cleary and Howard McCleary. burton and James Thomas Halli•
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs. College.
where Miss Lawrence is employed. Mrs. Annie Mae Warren of Mil- burton.
A daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Glover Gray of 1071 Arnold pl.
A son, Kenneth Bernard, to Mr Mrs. Columbus Eason
Morning Star Baptist church IS
Mr. Sherman Elam, who is em- waukee is visiting her mother and
of 1201
A son, Perry,...to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Cleveland Lee of 253 Weakley.
observing a Labor Day Homecomployed as a teacher of Special Edu- sister in Trenton.
Pervie Gentry of 564 Lion court. Pauline Circle E,
cation in St. Augustine, Fla., is
A son, Edward Walter, Jr.. to
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Sowell of ing Sunday, Aug. 31. Friends in
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
A daughter, Velma Lynn, to Mr. Mr.
home visiting his parents Mr. and Texas are visiting relatives and and out of town have been invited.
and Mrs. Edward W. ColeWafford of 222 Pauline Circle E. and Mrs. ,Johnnie L. Poe, of 836
man of 258 Gaston.
Mrs. Roosevelt Elam, With Mr. friends in the area this week. Mr
"Women's Day" will be observed
A son, Charles Louis, to Mr. and Walker at.
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Elam is his fiancee Miss C. Smith, and Mrs. John Booker of Muncie, Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m. at
Mrs. John R. Patton of 800 NonA son, Kenneth Irwin, to Mr. Mrs. Charles Russell of 1145
her aunt, Mrs. Lucinda Calhoun Ind., are visiting Mr. and Mrs Miles Chapel CME church. Mrs.
Chiconnah.
and Mrs. William J. Rouser of 709 cago.
and a cousin little Alma T. Smith B. F. Booker and other friends
and Robbie Brent is to be the speaker.
A son, Vincent Daryl, to Mr. Lyman,
all of St. Augustine, Miss Fran- relatives in this section.
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
The ili. The youth of Miles Chapel is con- fli
and Mrs. Samuel Chandler of 2030
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and Clarence E. Jones of 1223
Elam
ces
is
home
from
Memphis ness of Mrs. Fannie Abbott is draw- ducting a symposeum on "CourtMarble.
Clarksdale.
Mrs, Walter Guel of 2251 Clarks. A son, Linwood, to Mr.
elementary teacher in the R. T. ing together many
and Mrs,
friends and re- ship and Marriage" Aug. 24 at 7:30
A daughter, Anita Denise, to Mr. date.
Harold Elementary school. Miss latives of Trenton,
Willie Bolton,
Rutherford. 1,• m.
and Mrs. Clarence T. Black of 928 A daughter, Vicki
Elam is ill and is with her par- and the Mt. Zion
Lee, to Mr. A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
communities. The choirs of Lauderdale counMcDowell.
and Mrs. Lawrence Robinson of Willie J. Wright of 2926
ents as she recovers.
Chelsea.
She
has
six living children and ty are being invited by Low ThomA daughter, Fay Sherrell, to Mr. 1058 No. Second.
Mrs. Viola Thompson of Evan- they are really
being faithful to as to appear on Radio Station
and Mrs. Thad Davis of 693 PenAug. 6, 1958
ston, Ill., Prof. and Mrs. E. W. her in these days
dleton.
of her severe WTRB any Sunday from 9 to 9:30.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Casey and daughter of Union City illness.
Programs are to be planned for
A daaghter, Alexis Denise, to Roy L. Allen of 1568
and Mrs, Leora Dotson of MunBritton.
Mr. Sylvester Burns sponsored a one half hour and notice must be
Mr, and Mrs. James C. Banks of
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
cie, Ind., were all recent guests Tea in
Trenton for his Church given to Mr. Thomas as to the
vegetable rather than meat, In this
2.301 Hunter.
Eugene Holliman of 1081 Overton
dar cheese
of Mrs. Mary Ants Thompson and Club on Sunday
last. Many per- Sunday you wish to appear.
A son, Robert Leon, to Mr. and park.
case the milk, cheese and mushBreak cauliflower into large Miss Jimmie Thompson. Mr. and
sons from Dyer attended. The
Hrs. Shelton Knox of 1702 N. Tresrooms supply the essential pro- flowerettes. Cook uncovered, in
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mr. Kit Mitchell died Monday
Mrs. Willie Bryant of Atwood Missionaries
of Fairview Baptist morning, Aug. 4. Funeral
Mot.
lien.
Mrs. Robert Mosby of 1623 Ray.
boiling salted water until tender; were recent guests of Rev. and
arrangechurch
attended
a Missionary pro- ments are incomplete at this
Aug. 3, 1958
burn:
When preparing the cauliflower, drain well. Saute mushrooms and Mrs. V. C. Smith also a Rev. Hall
writgram in Milan Sunday and the
A son, John Earl, to Mr. and
A son, Erie, to Mr. and Mrs.
ing.
be sure it is carefully cleaned be- onions in 14 cup butter until of Fulton, Ky. Rev, Smith is en- pastor, Rev.
D. E. Bridgeman,
Mrs. Emmett E. Street of 168 E Walter Crockrell of 510
tender
delicate
and
brown.
Melt
reMrs.
gaged
Annie
in
Wicks.
Kate Reid is visiting
his annual revival serv- preached a sermon.
fore cooking. After breaking the
Virginia.
A son, Benny Lee jr., to Mr.
maining 1-4 cup butter in sauce- ices at the Friendship church near
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball were here from Chicago, Ill. She is at
head into serving size pieces, pan over
A daughter, Brenda Joyce, to and Mrs. Benny L. Glaser,
low heat. Blend in flour, Brownsville and there have beer.
the
home
of 2203
of
her
mother, Mrs. Matrecent business visitors in Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ledioes Piques of Shannon.
soak them in cold water about salt and mustard. Add milk, stir10 conversions. The Evangelist is
Mr. Johnnie Jamison has been tie Flag.
1.596 Eli.
half an hour; then drain well. ring constantly. Cook until sauce
A son, Ike Jr., to Mr. and
the Rev. T. L. Conley.
Mrs. Wardell Walker is the mothMrs.
ill this week as has Mrs. Lue FeathA daughter, Dianne Lynn, to Ike Henderson of 950
To make a teen-age youngster Cook the cualiflowerettes until is smooth and thickened. Arrange
Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah Sharon erston and
Ford place.
Mrs. Bessie O'Daniel. er of a baby girl. She is in the
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Mason of
A daughter, Frances, to Mr. and feel "at home" at home, let him barely tender but still slightly firm, cauliflower in a shallow casserole.. of Indianapolis, Ind., and
sisPlease send in your news about Lauderdale County hospital.
2756 Deadrick.
Mrs. Allen Brown of 927 Wood. (or her) help you fix up his bed- and again drain well. This will Top with 2-3 cup sauce; sprinkle ter, Miss Zodia Sharon
of Alton, or club then others will know
A son, Ronald Keith, to Mr. and lawn.
help
keep
vegetables
about
the
'
white
room like a den.
with
cheese.
Add
mushroom
mix.
,
Ill., are visiting with their sis- it.
'Mrs. Patrick Glover of 1301 No. A daughter,
Barbara June, to
With that vested Interest, this color and prevent sogginess anc/ a tore to remaining sauce and pour ter Mrs. Marie Nolan, one of the
Willett.
Homecoming day is being celestrong odor and flavor. Prepared around cauliflower. Place under teachers
Mr. and Mrs. Lois A. Perry of future citizen most likely
at Rosenwald High school
will do
Twins, a boy and a girl, Earnest 1098 Pearce.
brated at the Dyer CME church
better in school, not to mention with this care, and topped with broiler to brown cheese. Makes 4 Vernece of Chicago spent a few
and Earnestine, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter,
the
third Sunday in Aug. Revival
the
following
cheese
and mush. to 6 servings.
Shawanner Ladele, socially with his own crowd.
days with her son, Jerry Robinson.
Andrew Peeples of 849 Tate,
will begin and the Evangelist for
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. RodgMrs. Floorine Taylor of Mt. VerWith
modern
paneling,
such
a
Whereas, it was the will of our
A daughter, Stephanie Denise. ers of 3086 Fisher.
the week is to be the Rev. P. E.
non, Ill., is visiting in the Mt. Pleas.
modernization project can be acHeavenly Father to take out of
to Mr. and Mrs. David Hunt of
A daughter, Laura Jean, to Mr. complished with
ant Community where she is ap- Bigsby of Jackson, Tenn. Revival this world the co-founder
little
strain
on
813 Lemoyne Park.
of the
and Mrs. L. C. Curtis of 1466 Gold. the time, budget or
pearing as guest soloist during the was held at the C. P. church in Beal Rescue Mission, who
muscles.
was also
A son, William Earl, to Mr. and
Rutherford this week and is beA daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Especially suited is a grained
Revival there. The Evangelist is
a
faithful
member
Mrs. Willie D. Nunley of 1630 Mrs. Roosevelt
of
the
Board
ing held at the Presbyterian
Thomas of 9% So. hardboard. It's rough and rugged
the Rev. D. E. Cunningham of ColMichigan
church in Dyer beginning Sunday. of Directors of the Mission, Dr. J.
Fourth.
in quality, within the budgets of
lins
Chapel,
Memphis. Mrs. EivE. Walker.
Mr. 3. B. Clark, assistant County
• A son, Johnny LoireII, fr., to
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke of
A daughter, Linda Susan, to Mr. most families and excellent
erdean Simmons and children, The Rc-v. Ward is the evangelist
from
Whereas, his whole life has been
Mr: and Mrs. Johnny L. Thomas and Mrs. Carl
E. Howard of 911 the decorative standpoint because Agent for Negro Work is now at- Forrest City, will take a three Ozzie, Joe Perry, Margaret and for Fairview Baptist church that
of 190 Looney.
week vacation in California. They
starts the fourth Sunday in Au- an Cristian devotion, we thank
Neptune.
it takes a two-tone finish to suit tending the Workshop in Human
Emmett, all of Elmwood Park, St.
the Heavenly Father for him, and
Aug. 4, 1958
A son, Oliver Louis, to Mr. and any taste.
Development•Human Relations at will visit their relatives and Louis, Mo., are visiting their aunt, gust. Summer is revival time ior
, A daughter, Delois Jean, to Mr. Mrs. Willie J.
friends.
this area and many are being held feel that we should express our
Frisco of 991 MelThe panels have an embossed Cornell university, Ithaca, New
Mrs.
Queen
Glenn.
and Mrs. Vance Brooks of 520 rose.
at various churches. Beach Grove sympathy to his family and many
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Furtell
woodgrain pattern that is virtually York. Mrs. Clark is attending the
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry HenVance.
Baptist church revival starts the friends.
of Forrest City left for Milwaukee, drix and daughter
A daughter, Marin, to Mr. ana wear-proof. It's excellent
and brother, Third
for a six-week workshop from July 7 to
A son, Carl Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gray of
Sunday in August. The Rev. We further extend to his family
932 No. Third. wainscot or even a full wall cover- August 15 on a scholarship pro- Wisc., where they will visit with Billie Joe of South Bend are visitMrs. Otis Street of 14241
Third Sunday in August. The Rev. our heartfelt sympathy, praying
/
2 Hyde
friends and relatives.
A son, Frederick Wayne, to Mr ing project.
ing
Mrs.
Oddlean Hendrix and
vided by the Sears Roebuck Founpark.
that they may be helped and cheerand Mrs. John E. Bowers of 1641
The youngster who participates dation. The workshop is sponsored
4-H Club members attended state Mr. and Mrs. Landis. They were J. D. Thomas is pastor of this ed
A son, Isaac Milton. to Mr. and Oriole.
by the memory of his kindness
church.
in putting up these panels will find annually by the National 4-H Club meeting at Arkansas A. M. & N.
Mrs. Judge Brooks of 159 Looney. A son, Raymond,
All the August 8 news will come and devotion, and that we, the
to Mr. and them easy to handle. He also will Foundation, and is attended this 4-H girls and boys attended 4-H
A son, David Lee. to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sidney of
members of this Mission may be
out next week so don't miss
345 Webster. get a "kick" out of fastening them year by 43 extension workers from Club Week, Pine Bluff, Ark., July
your able to continue
Mrs. Arlanders Coburn of ass Ancopy.
to work.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew directly to the old wall, or to
Club Week activities at A. M. & N.
studs
states
24
and
Puerto
Rico.
nie pl.
Resolved, that though Dr. WalkHenry, of 850 Porter.
if this is an attic conversion projcollege,
•
•
Pine
Bluff,
Arkansas,
July
Twins, Dennis and Denise, to
er's presence with us will be greatA daughter, Almazeen, to Mr. ect, and taking a hand in the decThe Nacirema Club held their 28-August 1. Transportation for
ly missed, we accept the Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor of and Mrs, Autrey
Jackson of 812 orating.
monthly meeting at the home of the trip to Pine Bluff was furn1358 Richmond.
submission to God's will in calling
N. Montgomery.
This- embossed hardboard is Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Anthony of ished by the Chamber of ComA daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
him home.
A daughter, Rosalyn Louise, to available at lumber dealers.
Marianna, Ark., serving as host merce and the County Farm BuMrs. Robert E. Renfroe of 1941 Mr. and Mrs.
Resolved further, that a copy of
William R. Payne of
reau.
The
group expresses gratiand hostess.
Carver.
this resolution be sent to the fami3290 Alta.
This
week
brings
down
the
curtude
and
thanks
Whist
to these oreanizagames were enjoyed all
A daughter, Pamela Michelle, to
ly, one to our papers, and 004
A son, Robert Douglas, to Mr.
tain on the sixth year of the Nethrough the evening by the follow- tions fo rtheir generous gifts.
Me. and Mrs. John W. Norris of and Mrs, Charles
for our Mission record.
I. Liggins of
gro
members
Semi-pro
ing
and
Baseball
their
guests.
The
Mr.
season. Next
county delegation scored 130
2761 Select.
Humbly submitted, James L.
1929 Rile.
and Mrs. Vernon Cox, Mr. and points out of a possible 140 points, week the top teams will move
A son, Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter,
Gleese, superintendent, Beale St.
Carla, to Mr. and
Mrs.
M.
Jeffers,
C.
in
Mrs.
J.
demonstra
B.
tion contests and into a play-off to determine the
Larry G. Little of 1320 Emniason. Mrs. Sankfield
Keep a picnic in reserve in your Rescue Mission; Jimmy Stroud,
Nolen of 3466 DUClark, Miss Edna Purifoy, Mr. judging activities.
A son, Douglas Maurice, to Mr. lard.
division champions and city cham- freezer. When an opportunity for superintendent, Memphis Union
and Mrs. Robert Seal, Mr. Jessie Those attending were Mrs. Athand Mrs. Rochester Pope of 2124
an outing appears, fill your picnic Misdent, board of directors.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Potts of Ma- ie Rispon, CH Girls' leader, Em- pion of the league.
Lyon.
basket with frozen sandwiches and
Sam Jones of 5/5 Hernando.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A new con- rion, guest
The first half winners are: in cupcakes
was Mrs. Curtis Lew- ma Morris, Lula Mae Smith, GerA daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
that will be defrosted by Dear Editor:
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie cept in whiskey advertising will
is. The September meeting will aldine Williams, Ada Florence
Mrs. Sam L. Ayers of 1002 Carey. Alexander of
I want to express to you the
Mc- division one, Southern Burial War- lunch time.
be unveiled at Glenmore Distil.
963 Saxon.
meet
with
Mr.
riors;
division two, Hardwood Stars
and Mrs. J. B. Kissick, Theodis Thompson, EarA son, Henry Christopher, to Mr. A daughter,
Here's a filling for 12 hearty sincere appreciation of the ComSharon, to Mr. and leries company national sales con Clark.
and
Division
three finds the Letter buns:
and Mrs. Henry Buchanan of 1581 Mrs. Ozell
nest Lee Jennings, Nathaniel Murmanding Officer and employees of
White of 57 W. Olive. vention, according to Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley Jef- ray, jr., Sylvester Jackson and Ca rrers.
Rayburn.
the Memphis General Depot for
1.2 pound liver sausage
A son, Waylon, jr., to Mr. and I. Deateale, vice president a n d fers
family
and
Cleveland
of
,
Ohio,
Willie Hughes.
Plans are in the making to send
Aug. 5, 1958
your very excellent coverage of
2 cup ground cooked meat
Mrs. Waylon Gray of 712 Tate.
sales manager of Glenmore.
were overnight guest in the home
A daughter, Joyce Ann, to Mr. A daughter,
Happy Birthday wishes to Mary the Championship team to Nashnews items concerning our activi1 tablespoon finely chopped
Tannie Rae, to Mr. Some 150 sales representatives of of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers.
and Mrs. Mack N. Thompson, of and Mrs.
Elizabeth
ville,
Jeffers,
Tenn.
Iris Clark, Mrs.
ties. — Sincerely, James H. Bobo, ;
onion
Samuel F. Gardner of the company will gather for the
Mr. Charles Taylor of New York J. W. West. Lureline Gregory
1503 Castelia.
There were 24 teams in the
Public Information Officer
1-4 cup sliced stuffed olives
and
350 So. Wellington.
convention Aug. 6 to 8 at French is visiting with
his aunts, Mrs. Robert mith.
A daughter, Oneida Earline, to
league.
1-2
cup
mayonnaise
A daughter, Rose Mary, to Mr. Lick, Ind.
Annie Mae Taylor and Miss ElizaMr. and Mrs. Charlie Bell of 1207 and
1
tablespoo
n Worcestershire
Deateale said the three-day con. beth Taylor.
Mrs. Martin A. Joy of 3715
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Words of the Wise
Effie.
sauce
vention will be devoted to showSewsnee.
Mrs. Margie Dye, of Chicago,
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. A
Nothing le enough Inc the
Mix
ingredient
s and spread oneing
Glenmore men how the new Ill., attended the funeral
daughter, Pamela Kay, to Mr.
her
of
man to whom enough Is too
Robert Petty of 1222 Lathan.
fourth cup of mixture on each bun.
and Mrs. Samuel Miller of 3G2 campaigns will be employed to ex- aunt who passed suddenly
little.
in MemSPRINGFIELD, Ill. — City sales
—(Eplcurus)
Each sandwich should be wrappand still further the sales of phis, Tenn. Mrs.
Dye is the sister
tax collections during June netted ped separately in heavy wax
papGlenmore products. Glenmore pro- of Mrs. J. L. Williams
of Fora report to Governor William G. er or foil with the edges
of the
duces Old Kentucky Tavern, Old rest City.
Illinois municipalities $4,092,317, a paper or foil folded tightly
ELIZABETH, N.
to exGlenmore, Old Thompson and Yel(UPI) —
Mr. and Mrs. Clent Williams of
report
Governor
to
William
G.
clude
all
air. Outer edges should
It cost Kenneth Kline approxilowstone brands and is exclusive Madison, Ark., has returned
from mately, $33.33
Stratton
from
the
state
Departbe
sealed
with
tape before freezan inch Sunday
United States distributor for King's a three week vacation
visiting with for an automobil trip
ment of Revenue showed today. ing.
e
he made.
Ransom and House of Lords Scotch their daughter
who lives in New
The June collection represents the
Fresh
moist
Kline,
cupcakes
convicted
previously
should be
of
whiskies.
York.
drunken driving, was fined 2200 one-half cent city sales tax on wrapped the same way for freezbusiness
transactio
ns during May. ing.
for disobeying a court warning
This ad is worth one paynot to drive again. Police nab.
ment on any repossessed
bed him after be had only gone
six Inches.
or returned car, 1958's,
(English Lady)
1957's, 1956's, just take up
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
notes as low as $37. All
A GYPSY
models and body styles InThis Is her new office at the Mississippi
cluding convertible and
State Line. MADAM BELL Is bark after a
long time of being rugs' and at last she is
TOASTEF
RS
A Ni LAMPS
station wagons, some
back to stay In her new home.
trucks.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
VACUUM CLEANERS
yol lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
Iii bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these
are your
Problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you
at once. She
will read life to you Just as she would read an open
book.
you
Tell
why Your job or business Is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi
State
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is 2
blocks below
FROM
'here she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel.
Be sure
ALSO—
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and
you'll find her there
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
at all times. (She never had an office in
West Memphis.)
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State
Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
ON
MADAM BELL'S
Third & Gayoso
HAND SIGN.
Memphis, T
se*
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY
E TOO LATE
Phone JA. 6-8871
No Waiting - No Red Tape - We Arrange Everythi
ng
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO
CHARGE
New 1958 Fords fully facHours 9 a.m, toP p.m.
tory
760
UnIon
equipped $95 down,
7-263)
IA.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
2265 Perk Ave.-FA. 3-111507
$57.75 per month including
I don't make any home calls or answer any
letters. Be sere
Om, woo
ante
to hook for the tight sign and the right name.
Pm.Pam..
all financing charges.
Oststritt 211,10WINO COMPANY, INC.
LOUISVILLII, NY,
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

Baseball Teams
Enter Playoffs

Glenmore Plans
New Ad Concept

Drunken Driving
Fine: $33.33 Per
Inch Car Moved

DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

Freezer Keeps
Supplies For
Sudden Picnics

State Nets 4 Million

FoRDs••::

MADAM BELL

ANINNINNEMENB.
IRONS REPAIRED

pure pleasure

Se. Me In Person

A. T."QUICK CASH" JONES

Tom
Gideon

Loans Arranged

$50 TO $500

HULL DOBBS

SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE

IA 6-5088
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Let Teens
Help Fix-Up
TheirRooms

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
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RIPLEY

APPLIANCES, INC.

AT HOME OR
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NASHVILLE Tenn. — William
L. Dawson, one of the nation's forethost choir conductors, has been
named to direct the famous Fisk
university chcir.
Dr. Stephen .1. Wright, Fisk president, announced last week that
Mr. Dawson, who once headed the
music department at Tuskegee Institute, will join the Fisk staff
In September and will devqte his
time exclusively to the choir.
World renowned as a musician,
Mr. Dawson resigned his Tuskegee poet in 1955 and a year later
was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Music by Tuskegee during its Diamond Jubilee
Anniversary celebration.
The Department of State sent
Dawson to Spain in 19M for a
three-month tour to conduct various choral groups in that country.
A highlight of the tour was a special concert with the famous Orfeon
Donostiarra of San Sebastian in
the Basilica at Loyola as a part
of the celebration of the 400th anniversary of the death of Saint
Ignacio of Loyola, founder of the
Company of Jesus.

Sat., Aug. 16, 1958

15

Alaska Once Regarded
As Bad Bargain By Us

Since his return to the United
States he has served as guest con
ductor of the 200 voice all-state
choir at the annual conference of
the New York State School Mu
sic Association in Syracuse. He re
turned to New York state in 1957
as guest conductor of the fourth
annual festival of instrumental
Music in Schenectady.
He has also served in similar positions at the Fall Concert of the
Eighth annual Vocal Clinic in
Pontiac, Mich., and ate the Westchester County School Music As
sociation meeting at White Plains,
New York.
.0ther Fisk appointmenta announced by Dr. Wright include:
Charles M. Lancaster, professor of
romance languages at Vanderbilt
university, named visiting professor; Miss Dorian S. Gant, former
art instructor at Morehouse college
appointed instructor in the Fisk
Art department, and Dana M.
King, former director of bands and
assistant professor of music at
Georgia Teachers college, named
assistant professor ef music at
Fisk.

taught us that when they enteral •
By EDGAR T. STEWART
the Aletifilii
The recent news of Alaska's ac- Alaska by way of
of UM* 7
ceptance as the 49th state recalls Islands. Alaska was now
gold and defense.
to my mind the Biblical state- fold value: fish,
Since that time, permanent barment. "The stone that was rejected
a nethas become the head of the cor- ricks have been erected,
work of radar stations installed,
n( r.''
nts
Alaska was discovered by Rus- and other military improveme
sian traders in 1741. and they nam- made. Now in 1958, having achievon.
ed it Russian America. It remain- ed statehood, Alaska marches
If the threat of nuclear warfare
ed in their possession for the next
Alse•
i26 years, althoagh they did not continues, we may find that
us as
think too highly of it, as fur ka has as much value to
was about the only thing that they Siberia has for the Soviet Union.
The threat of war is likely to congot from it.
until man accepts C'nrist's
In 1%7 the Czar wanted to get tinue
way for peace — Do into others
rid of the frosty piece of real
you would have them do unto
estate and offered it for sale at as
— but he is not ready to sethe low price of $7,200,000. Wil- you
liam II. Seward was secretary cept this way.
Before this occurs, it quite
of state at the time, and he urged
is that "Seward'a Folly"
the United States to buy it at likely
may become indeed "Seward's
the bargain rate.
lie was opposed by a large num- Fortress.'
ber of Congressmen who thought
no more of the region than the
Russians, and the future state became known as ''Seward'a Folly."
GOLD DISCOVERED
ten, oral maintenance, and
WIN DRIVING EVENT—Sam
Seward finally got them to put NORWOOD, Mass. — (UPI)
Mr.
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The
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Fitz, seated, and
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and
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secfull
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with
first
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nedy, jr., were
and for goalie years Americans punched out a split decision upset
THE PRETTY WINNER of the
ruff county. Sam has been in
dress of printed cotton satin.
ond place winners, respectively
wondered just what good would be victory over Barry Allison of
dress revue contest held at the
bond.
$50
4-1I work for six years. A
a
receive
will
She
of the tractor driving activity
26week July
Springfield at Nov.wood Arena to
Club
4-H
derived from the "ice box."
Negro
native of LP. county, Claude
The Meet was held at AMAN
at Negro 4-H Week at 4.118,N
Thelonia Lee of
came when take the New England middlebreak
first
was
I
Alaska's
Aug.
five
has been In 4-H club work
college in Pine Bluff, Ark.
college in Pine Bluff, Ark. To
Jefferson county. Miss I,ee won
fishing was increased, but the pop- weight championship.
years.
155 1-2,
win the contest, the boys had
Brown, who weighed
out o‘er girls from 23 other
ulation remained small. Gold was
to prove their skills in a writ- discovered there in 1880, and the was slightly behind in the 10th
traina
and final round when he came up
1 NEW YORK, N. Y. — The New lations. The authority plans
population quickly doubled.
ing course for all of its employes.
It was organized into a territory with a barrage of punches which
York City Housing Authority has
100,000
than
more
There are now
in 1912, and there was a slump llbored Allison.
chosen a apecial consultant on race families living in public housing
in Alaskan activity. It tried but The champ bounced to his feet
relations. lie is Madison S. Jones, here. It is estimated that 44 per
was refused statehood, and it was before the referee could start a
who will assume the new ;15,000 a cent of them are white, other than
neglected. Only 300 soldiers were count but the knockdown was apcent are
per
39.5
Rican;
Puerto
parently the margin of victory.
on duty there.
year post on Sep. 1.
Negro; 16.1 per cent are Puerto
Then came World War II, and Allison, 150, has held the New
' Jones has been special assistant
Rican and 0.4 per cent are Chiwe realized that Alaska not only England middleweight championon housing for the National Asso- nese and other. Some of the prohad military value, but was in ship for two years. He was a 9-3
while
of
nt
ite,
ciation for the Advanceme
jects are almost all-wh
reality our back door. Japan favorite.
or
Rican
Puerto
star in cricket and rugby, Sidney
Colored People for the past four others are solidly
fame or fortune."
for
just
you!"
like
keeps a ping-pong table in the
By A. S. "Doc" YOUNG
years.
Dumbfounded, Miss Hardy won- GOOD FAMILY MAN
basement of his home. During
The New York City Housing AuHOLLYWOOD — In his latest dered why Sidney would say such
She contihues: "Sidney always winter months, he and Mrs Pottier
ordy is the first local public houmovie, "The Defiant Ones," a thing. In time, he explained that is most con side r a te of the hold tournaments for their friends.
award-winning actor Sidney Pott- she was too pretty that every other fellow. Much of his basic Oddly, Mrs. Pottier is a better
g group in the nation to have a
ier is a rough, tough fugitive from time he saw her, she was with thinking comes from his father. ping-pong player than is her hugfull time specialist on race relaa Southern chain-gang who seethes a different companion. "He didn't They love their families. Sidney band.
problems
tions. Among the many
hatred for white people. But think I would be stable," Mrs. wants his children to have the SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS
with
Jones will work on is that of how
in real life, at home, he is a doting Poitier now explains, "but I enur- best education. He never likes to "I can beat him," she says flatto achieve better integration and
father, a guy who likes West In- ed him that I was. I said: 'I just be away from them for long per- ly. "He tries too hard. I dnn't
dian beans and rice, reads haven't fallen in love yet.'"
iods.' Whenever he goes on a push myself. I just return the hall
racial balance in public housing
MACON, Ga.—(U1'1)—A federal Federal inevstlgatiors had proconstantly, and will en occasions STRANGE PROPOSAL
lengthy location for a movie, we — and he beats himself really.
developments in the city.
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The Negroes who died were
much that the formality of a proposal. Poitier does all the cooking. Sidto
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t
daddy
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quota system.
Festival — Sidney Pottier is, it
Brazier, and Willie Country
James
McEnnis
California to film During an auto ride, he became ney, too does an occasional stint
Randolph
to
prosecute
went
he
when
would appear certain, pretty well
1 He will also develop cornmuniand
"The Defiant Ones," leaving them formal — proposing.
at the stove with West Indian dish- set. Ahead of him immediately is Donald, Wyman B. Cherry and man. cousins, McDonald
howpublic
train
and
arrested Brazier April 21
ty relations
Cherry
offDawson
Jones,
Harold
Edwin
In New York temporarily, they "Is this for keeps?" Juanita said. as.
Bess"
and
on
"Porgy
a long job
log authority personnel in race reQuite good at golf, formerly a and then a Broadway play.
icers, under the civil rights stat- on charges of resisting arrest and
went on a hunger strike. Among "Yes. This is for keeps," Sidhe died eight days later after an
ute.
the fun-filled activities they miss- ney said solemnly.
But Mrs. Poitier is not altogethre- operation to relieve a skull fracnegative
jury's
grand
The
Once the friend asked Sidney,
ed with Sidney were night and
er convinced that they are bound
several months of ture. Cherry said he had been
morning calisthenics and long "Why would a girl like that marry
MADISON S. JoNrs
for a long trip on the gravy train. port climaxed
by news- forced to blackjack Brazier to
you?"
auti rides.
"It's always a matter of wheth- investigation touched off
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Sidney
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of the NAACP for two years
years
They wanted to elope, but her
You see, Sidney will not com- Times-Hearld, of conditions in 25 when he went to a Negro house
DUBLIN, Ireland — (UPI) — 1940 to 1943 and then served for His birth occurred thirty-one
with another officer to investigate
were mak- mother wanted a big wedding. ITTA BENA, Miss. — The 1958 promise himself. But that is one Dawson.
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Olympic
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alississipp
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date
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Island to Flori- They compromis
quality which Juanita like, most The Washington newspaper said a disturbance. Cherry said the
Don Delany of Ireland finished office of the Federal Fair Emptily ing a trip from Cat
preApril 1950. Because of Sidney's tional College football team
da to peddle their tomatoes.
In him. She likes men who live that Negroes in Dawson, which Negro ripped his hat with a knife
third behind Herb Elliott Wednes- ment Practices Commission.
the
has a population of 5,000, were liv- and was attempting to attack again
commitments, the hone ym on sents a huge question mark to
CE
by their principles
INFLUEN
1945
INDIAN
in
WEST
NAACP
the
day night when the Aussie set a
He rejoined
Devils' coaching staff,
for a year!
when he shot him.
ing in terror of pollee.
And Sidney is such a man.
new mile record of 354 5 — but as administrative assistant to the He lived on Cat Island, where was postponed
BACKGROUNDS
The Delta Devils, winners of the
the Irishman didn't lose his sense late Walter White, who was execu- his father once owned a 700-acre OPPOSITE
Whereas Sidney attended school S. C. A. C. Conference Championof humor.
tive secretary. From 1951 to 1954 farm, until he was 11, when the
only a total of one and a half ship in 1956 and 1957, were comin family moved to Nassau.
"There is only one way to beat he was a race relations officer
.
office of The West Indian influence is years, is bride was a student in pletely wrecked by graduation
Elliott," said Delany with a twin- the New York Regional
law and accounting at Columbia Gone are All-Conference backs
kle in his eye. "That's to tie his the Federal Housing Administra strong in the Poitier family's diet. University. Whereas Sidney had Nathaniel McGinnis (QB) and
Mrs. Sidney Poitier is the former
tion.
legs together."
for exostence Earnest Higgins (IIB). Along with
Juanita Hardy, who was born in been ((geed to grub
was the these backs will leave Walter TayBridgOport, Ala ; and was also most of his life, Juanita
tie lor (QB) and the remainder of
reared in Washington and New daughter of a successful dress
in the perYork City. "Shortly after we were sloe:, and was a successful nigh the starting backfield
Rudy Battle and
married in 1950," Mrs. Pottier re- club dancer in her own right. But sons of (1-113)
Lindsey.
calls, "I learned how to cook Sid- the had soon discovered a basic Fullback Coleman
A huge dent will be left in the
ney's favorite dashes from his affinit that jproduced one of the
wall with the graduation
mother in the Bahamas. I think happiest marriages in show busi- forward
of William Lindsey, 285 pound
he likes beans and rice better ness.
James Jones, 270 pound
Of course, Sidney Poitier is an tackle;
than any other food."
guard; _an.ronference End and
a
done
has
He
man.
H
APPROAC
intelligent
NEGATIVE
and
Lawson Persley;
There is an unusual story to the remarkable job of self-education. Captain
Stanley Hines, 260 pound Allbeginning of the Sidney Pottier - He is a lucid speaker on many
Conference and All - American
Juanita Hardy romance. Fact is, subjects, ranging from rishwashGuard who was drafted by the
it really began in reverse, negative ing (of which he as done a lot)
Philadelphia Eagles of the Na
action.
to Buddtism.
Football League.
Before their marriage Juanita "I admire my husband for his tional
was a dancer and beauty contest principles," Mrs. Pottier relates.
BASSEY—PEP
winner in New York. On the sec- "He isn't one to falter. In movies,
BOSTON—(UPI) — Tickets for
ond occasion she met Sidney, she for example, if he doesn't feel a
fight between featherwas sitting in a club with her es- part, he'll turn it down, regardless the Sept. 20
Hogan (Kid) Basaey
cort when, without warning of our financial circumstances. I weight titlist
Willie Pep of HartSidney walked up to their table agree with him on that. I always of Nigeria and
Boston Garden went
and said: "I'll never marry a girl tell him, "I can get a job if ford, Conn., at
Sam Silverman
it's necessary.' He's very serious on sale, promoter
about is work. He doesn't do it announced.

Jackson Brown New
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Housing Bias Hit
By Urban League

he Defiant Ones' Shows Poitier
As Tough Guy; He Really Isn't One

Fail To Indict
In Race Deaths
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• Fast
• Safe

RICELAND
RICE cooks
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

perfecily
every time

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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The one gin that tastes great
mixed...!'chased1 or straight.§
•
raw
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight_ That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING

The Last Word In Driving Luxury

D FLUFFY\

Easy On The Pocketbook

Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!

Beautiful in any car — with new, lovely, matching color
trims.

Performance you never have known before ... Ask any-

RICELAND RICE

body who owns one

GILBEY'S GIN
n,

the one gin 'distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

.
Then treat yourself to a wonderful experience .
air.
A.R.A.
not just air-conditioned driving ... but
conditioned pleasure!

Solid Warranty And Easy Financing

Fuller Auto Air-Conditioning Co.
853 Linden Ave.

•

azNEUTRAL meta w.lk /10.
DIY GIN SO PROOF 100% GRAIN
LONDON
DISTILLED
CUM'S
DISTILLERS PIODUCTS Cl.
OHIO. DISTRIBUTED IT NATIONAL
11,11.1EY. L9, CINCINNATI,

Memphis, Tenn.

JA 7-7265
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perfectly
everytime!
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Memphis Depot Orange Mound Citizens
Holds Secret Honor Mrs.A.F. Miller
Bid Purchases
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Shriners Face Problem
In Giving $300,000
The problem of giving away
nearly $300,000 will be one of the
biggest issues on the agenda when
the 57th annual convention of the
Imperial Council of the Ancient
Egyptian Order of Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine meets in Chicago
from Aug. 17 through 22.
With a total of $296,271.98 already
allotted to the Shriner's medical
foundation and earmarked for
medical research, the problem
stems from a scarcity of applicants who have asked for the
85.000 grant.
Since the Shrine Tuberculosis
and Cancer Research Foundation
was founded 10 years ago, more
than $123,000 have being given
away for scholarships and medical
research in cancer and tuberculosis. Last year the group decided
to lift restrictions, and include
grants for research purposes in
all phases of medicine.
CAN RECEIVE 85,000
Any institution or individual can
receive as much as 85,000 annually if they apply and are approved
Shrine Tuberculosis and Cancer
Research Foundation. Correspondence should be mailed to Arabic
Temple No. 44, 711 E. 47th st.,
Chicago, Ill.
As one of the most generous
groups supporting America's char.
ities, the Prince Hall Masonic affiliated Shrine group has in the
past, given away as much as
g46,800 to one Negro hospital alone
to aid in medical research. 'this
was to Homer G. Phillips hospital
in St. Louis in 1951, 1953, and 1954
for a Shrine clinic.
Other recipients were the American Cancer Society, 815,000 in
1950; Freedmen's hospital in
Washington, 1), C., $20,000 in research for tuberculosis; and two
grants of $3,000 each for cancer
research to the Carver Research
Foundation at Tuskegee Institute.

Second Suicide
Attempt Fatal
Wilbo Jones, a woman whose
first try at suicide failed when
she was pulled by police from a
bayou near Poplar July 29, succeeded in her second attempt. She
died Aug. 7, in John Gaston hospital from injuries suffered after
leaping from the second floor of
Central station onto the pavement
on Calhoun. She leaped from the
station window Wednesday, Aug.
6.
According to police Capt. Wilkinson the 47-year-qld woman had
2 E. Calhoun
/
been staying at 781
while Travellers Aid sought to
locate relatives in Louisiana.
She claimed to be from Norwood, La., police said, but the
Travellers Aid Society could find
no one there who knew her.

She is the president of the Cradle
Roll Board, and a member of
the Miles Dickey Union Bpard, tio
unit that sponsored the day hon
ing her.
Mrs. Miller was born in Tennessee. Her parents were the late
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Flowers,
who were some of the pioneers of
Orange Mound.
Many churches' singing groups
and artists were on hand to honor
Mrs. Miller. The guest speaker
was 1Rev. E. Bates of Mt. Gilham church in the Orange Mound
community.
The Master of Ceremonies was
Prof. William Fleming, a member
of the St. John Baptist church
and an instructor in the Memphis
school system.
Mrs. Miller resides at 261 So,
Dudley.
A poem was prepared in honor
of Mrs. Miller on her day. It goes
as follows:
We Honor Mrs. Miller Today
Mrs. Miller we honor you today,
May you live happy and be blest
along life's way.
Fifty-eight years you have bee.
a member of the church,
MRS. A. F. MILLER
The good you have done for
people has meant so much.
CME church, during the time in
you live to do the
which she has served in many ca- Long may
best you can,
pacities. She was one of the first
you serve
lady class leaders, being a Sunday You have realized that
God by serving yourfellowman.
school teacher for 30 years.

Miller
Mrs. Armanda Flowers
PisDay was observed at the Mt.
Park
on
located
church,
CME
gah
ComA sealed bid sale will be held ave. in the Orange Mound
Depot,
General
Memphis
munity last Sunday, Aug. 10.
the
at
servfor
Mrs. Miller was honored
August 12.
Chemicals, generator sets, crank- ing MI years with the Mt. Pisgah
shafts, socket wrenches and miscellaneous lots of spare parts totaling close to one-quarter million
dollars will be up for sale.
In addition to many hardware
items, bids will be accepted on
proPeller shafts, gasoline double
burners, tires and tubes in assorted sizes, waterproof brass tag,
glass jugs and lusterless green
enamel paint.
All these items may be inspected
from 8 a, m. to 3 p. m. through
Monday, Aug. 11.
For futher inform atiori or to obtain a copy of the bid invitation,
call the Property Disposal officer,
GL-8-4431, extension 414.

ELECTED OFFIcERS of the
State Negro 4-H Council during
the 33rd annual 4-H club week
July 28-Aug. 1, is the smiling
group pictured above. From
left to right the new office

holders are Sylvia Wade of
Hempstead county, song leader; Joseph House of Lee county, vice president; Mildred
Scott of Woodruff county, president; Sarah Kathryn Johnson

of Nevada county, secretary;
and Betty Dancy of Crittenden county, assistant secretary.
The council was held at
AM&N college In Pine Bluff,
Ark,

Bishop Blames Race Ills
On Attempt To Play God

Honor Graduate
Goes To Malaya

111•1•1•1

Miss Doris Jean Wilson, 1957
honor graduate of Philahder Smith
college and member of Who's Who
Among Students In American Universities and Colleges departs for
Malaya Sept. 10. She will begin
a career on the mission field, according to an announcement by
our human na- black man, in Arkansas and the President M. LaFayette recently.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Rt. "It's a part of
Miss Wilson did graduate study
is that within us South, are fear, suspicion, desire
Rev. Robert R. Brown, Protestant ture, but there
at Cornell university during 1957Installation service for the new Episcopal Bishop of Arkansas, which always wants to make self to hold on to an old way of life,
58
and has just completed a six
officers of the Binghampton Civil blamed part of the southern race the center of its own universe, pressure for a race that wants to
week course at Scarritt college for
league will be held on Friday ev- relations problem on the fact that and in that selfish way, wants to
anew.
a period of orientation for Chrisening, Aug. 16, at the New Salem it is part of human nature to try tear God from his throne and be born
deny his brother and advance his "You see, these are all mixed tian workers.
Baptist church, and members of to play God.
Miss Wilson was outstanding as
all civic leagues and churches are ". . In Little Rock, Arkansas, own ambition," he said. And in up in the same salad bowl and it
an undergraduate. She is the
he said, this desire
invited to be present.
LS very difficult to distinguish be daughter of Mrs. Hazel Wilson of
we've seen it in a number of Little Rock,
includ.
The installation services will be ways in this whole desperate could be seen in the integration
Mahalia Jackson has designated ous television appearances
tween them, but they're all there. the Wesley Chapel church, Little
coordinate her ed guesting on Ed Murrovli's Perconducted by Rev. E. Gladney. problem of race relations and controversy,
to
Zucker
Benjamin
definitely true Rock, Ark,
AlRev. L. A. Blake is pastor of the we've seen it on both sides," Bishop Brown's remarks, made ". . I thik it's
bookings for the 1958.59 season. son-to-Person Show, The Steve
ideas
Show,
church located at 682 Tillman st. Bishop Brown said.
in answer to questions by the Rev. that the South can change its
Zucker is ex-treasurer of Interna- len Show, The Dinah Shore,
0. Z. Evers is president of the "We've seen it with the white Dana F. Kennedy radio-TV offi- and its concepts, not only the
tional Artist Corporation and can and The Ed Sullivan Show.
organization, and C. W. Bowers, people and we've seen it with the cer of the National Council of the mind, where, incidentally, a good
be reached at One Lawrence Place, Miss Jackson also made her fi.
secretary.
New Rochelle, New York.
black people. Neither side willing. Episcopal church during the 1958 many have made the transition—
movie—ST. LOUIS BLUES, starMahalia Jackson had her great- ring Nat King Cole. Her latest
really, to see the other side or to Lambeth Conference of Anglican
but also in the heart. That takes
J.
—
S.
A.
Dr.
C.
Viewon
COLUMBIA,
broadcast
numerwere
the
Her
1957-58.
understand
Bishops,
in
to
year
time
the
est
take
Columbia record album is on the
point, a mutual Broadcasting sys• time, But I do think the South is Bacoats, president of Benedict colother person."
best sellers lists.
lege, has announced the employBishop Brown said in an inter- tern program produced by the working at it.
lish; and Mrs. Vivian C. Hurley,
Mahalia Jackson's concert apview recorded in Britain that Episcopal church.
"... Man is always inclined to ment of seven new faculty mem- library science.
have been drawing recpearances
one
year.
for
school
the
not
1958-59
bers
"basically sin is selfishness, or, The Bishop said there is
be intolerant toward the thing, or
Many of these concrowds.
ord
VivIer,
are
C.
but
Dr.
South,
They
the
Robert
in
if you prefer, sin is the desire to basic problem
the person, he hasn't taken time, psychology and philosophy; Dr. Nome 2 To College Posts
continue to be sponsored, for
certs
several.
play God for yourself."
churches
adequately to understand, and A. L. Baron, chemistry; Dr. LinITTA BENA — Warner mos has fund-raising purposes, by
"The things that have caused
Asked how people tried to play
consequently, you do get quite in- da C. Smith, education and Eng- , been named custodian at Missis- and other charitable organizaon
communicati
of
this
breakdown
a
in
numit
do
they
said
God, he
conceivable things cast into your lish; Dr. J. G. Snaauw, social sippi Vocational college, and Wit- tions. Zucker is currently arrangLight;mild,
between the white man and the
ber • of ways.
teeth from people who don't un- studies, Robert Fowler, French and ham Calloway accounts receivable ing concert tours for Fall and
magnificent
derstand, either in the North and Spanish; Raymond Patterson, Eng- clerk.
Winter 1958 and for Spring 1959.
the South."
Old Crow
Rishop Brown organized a "min12E far
istry of reconciliation" among
Little Rock clergy of all faiths in
outsells any
response to a request by President
bourbon
Eisenhcwer during the city's
school integration crisis last fall.
in the
of a forthcoming
land
It took an all-white jury all o by a white couple of beating and He is the author
hook titled "Bigger Than Little
26 minutes to free Yatobusha whipping Daniels June 21 after he
Rock."
County, Miss, Sheriff J. G. 'Bus- was jailed on charges of reckless
ter' Treloar of manslaughter re- driving and possession of whiskey. In the recorded interview, made
Daniels died July 1 in a Mem- public by the Episcopal church
cently after he was indicted followheadquarters here, he appealed
ing the death of Woodrow Wit phis hospital,
son Daniels, 37-year-old delivery
The 36-year-old sheriff maintain- for sacrifices by both sides in the
tie OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
man. Treloar had been accused ed he struck Daniels across the racial dispute.
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.90 PROOF
shoulder with a "slap paddle" "Christianity is based on sacriafter Daniels grabbed his arm in fice," he said. "You can't love
your brother without giving to
the jail cell.
costs you
Daniels' death was attributed to your brother that which
a "stroke or ,brain injury," ac- something."
Bishop Brown said that despite
cording to a preliminary autopsy.
Circuit Judge Curtis M. Swango, the tradition of separation of
jr., of Sardis, presiding at the trial, church and state in the U. S., the
reinstated Sheriff Treloar to his church has a responsibility to
point out moral issues involved.
official duties.
When you want to turn out an extra-special dish and time is short—that'e
"When the church does take
In Jackson, the NAACP, which
when your plentifully stocked pantry is a real blessing! So shop your
had stayed out of the case, said a stand or make a judgment or
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods, mixes. And don't forget your
Sheriff Treloar's acquittal "should become involved in any human
favorite entitling drink—Coca-Cola. If there', one thing that adds disto Negroes in Mississippi situation," he said, "the church
indicate
Coke.
tinction to snacks, meals, desserts—it's
that they should expect no justice does not ds so as a perfectionist
organization."
in Mississippi courts."

Civic League
Seats Officers

Mahalia Jackson
Hit Top In 1958i

7 Join Staff At
Benedict College

America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is OldCrow

Jury Out26Minutes;
Acquit Miss. Sheriff
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Stock up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give
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Your grocer is
featuring these
foods now!
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IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME —
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PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, fasten with toothpicks.
Dot with butter, bake on plank until almost done. Border
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until border
browns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
bright sparkle of Coca-Cola.

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!

FRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quick — no
cooking! And guests will really be impressed when
you serve it! Heap chilled canned fruits into a howl,
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauce. Drees it
up with slivered toasted almonds. Remember
dessert time is a good time for the good taste
of Coke Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Cokel

Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly every payday.

TRI•STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, T

DI Ink

se.

All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00

glie BANK is Ike

Swivel Wedguind

CIGARICTTea

ST. CLAIR BOURNE is publicity chief for the
N. Y. State Dept. of Labor. He's headed his
department for 13 years, smoked Luckies even
longer. With Luckies, he gets the honest taste
of fine tobacco. "Luckies rate with me," he
says,"they're the best-tasting cigarette I know!"

Get the genuine article

Get the
honest taste of
a Lucky Strike
•

SIGN OF 'GOOD TASTE
a• I ft

of Memphis, Tenn
Battled under authority of The Ceco-Cole Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company

A-oduct

Ottnasstion Xtectoco-Go'n", —Cream,u our middle wife

